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GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING> 8 a. m. 31, is 34 from Engineering Department letter no. 1
SUBJECT DETAIL ■ - ■
Water Storage
Hoods #9 & #10 
Machines - Job 
1295








Oil Tank - Job 
1305
N.T. Power








Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin - 45,000 Mil* Cu. Ft.
Jan. 7th, 1934* * wen - 12,808 * * *
* * * Total including Snail Ponda - 12,808 * * *
10 Yr. Avg. (Jan. 7th) Ripogenus & North Twin - 27,398 * * *
Jan. 7th, 19351 Ripogenus Elev. 916.05 Storage 2,589 " * *
North Twin * 489.25 ” 11,465 " " "
Ripogenus and North Twin H 14,054 *
Small Ponds 0,000 * hr
Total Penobscot Storage 14,054 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Jan. 1st, 1934* * Kennebec * 9,370 * * *
Deo. 31st, 1934i * * * 14,150 * * *
Precipitation for the first six days of January was reported as 
being 0.82* at Ripogenus, and 0.91* at Millinocket.
Hood and uptakes over #10 paper machine the same as completed.
Hood proper over #9 machine is completed and a good start made 
on all four uptakes. One more Sunday should practically couple te both 
hoods.
The Fairbanks-Morse trash pump for #3 paper machine was received 
at the mill to-day, Jan. 7th.
Started erecting steel for ramp and bridge Saturday, January 5th, 
and by to-night it will be all erected and bolted together.
>r Brickmasons will have the small brick switch house about 75^ com­
pleted to-night, Jan. 7th.
Forms for the wall of the transformer foundation are nearing com­
pletion and will be concreted Wednesday, Jan. 9th.
Tank received from the Spruce Wood Department and excavation for 
concrete foundation started by the mill crew.
Brick walls completed except for battery room and a little patching 
up. This work will be all completed by the latter part of the week.
Pouring another section of roof slab to-day, Jan. 7th, which com­
pletes the main roof over the power house. This now leaves only the 
roof over the gate house, which is all ready formed.
Switchboard platform concreted for about two-thirds its length 
and the balance is formed.
Fishway forms about 50^ completed and the first concrete poured 
yesterday, Jan. 6th.
Rack bars about 80^ installed.
No. 2 water wheel turbine is practically all assembled and lined 
up.
The bottom bearing spider, and the stator ring for No. 2 generator 
are both in place, and the rotor was moved into the building to-day, 
Jan. 7th.
Switch structure and the switchboard panels are erected in place.
Both draglines operating imediately above the B. & A. railroad 
bridgej one excavating and the other rehandling.
It is impossible to get any accurate measurement of the excavation 
now. It is estimated however as being about 100 cubic yards a shift, 
or 300 cubic yards for each day. (Over)
date mailed January 7, 1934 SIGNED S—1 _ . j t Engineer.
FORM 17
Transmission Lins The concrete plant at North Twin has been removed and excavation 
Job 416 for the transformer foundations is being done by means of the stiff­
leg derrick and clam shell and orange peel buckets*
Ready to filter oil for the oil switches at MiUinooket end 
of line as soon as filter press (covered by Job 1304) is received* 
< : ■ * :
Engineering Working on Grinder Motor installation for Millinocketj re­
Department design of clutch drives for couches on first three machines at
Millinocketj Trdmbey knotter installation for Millinocket Millj 








deporting on status of Construction ork Saturday, Jan. 5th.
KadfeJUajamniUU
i^ick 'work completed MM* for battery MM wile, and 
sone UnioJxi^; around wimo® sills#
Hoof form practically completed#
Orer half the concrete roof is in place#
Ito concrote placed on roof this past week an account of 
lew te^jeratwres and high vims.
AH msh in generator rom wHs is glased.
Switch board gallery Hoor concreted tvo-thirds its length 
and ferae ready for balance#
Switchboard (ins#rw«t panels) erected#
Switch structure erected#
Ito# 2 Turbine — mstly in place and lined up#
ho# 2 Generator * bottos bearing spider in place, bearing 
plates set and stator cmii^ into building to-day#
Fishway *M about half coveted#
donorsto plant rasped and excavating (with <a© shell bucket 
am s tiff-leg derrick) far Tmi^foiwr fomctotlims#
2rash racks about 80^ w^Med#
Udi hace cmjletod for about 1000 foot fr^ (ta, and connidemble 
work doiio ooyom tills point#
Novels (drag line) now at work near railra d bridge.
i'll this wk hue been retarded by weath.er eonditione this past 
wok# Temperature -15® last night and -2° at 10 A#M. to-oay#
Hwd over Ito# 10 mcliln© co^LsM uxwpt for copper connections 
on two of the four uptakes, and the lianging of apron on the backsid® of ths 
mciiine#
Hood owr Ito# 9 mchine is erected over aH but three dryers on the 
wt oyd, A start has boon mde mx tw of th© ux>takes#
IWo nore Sunoays will co^lete erection of both hoods#
4akJ^^<alauss-«^^
started erectim of steel for brid^ to-day, Jan# 5th#




GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A M- Dec. 24, ’64 FROM Engineering Department letter no. 53
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin * 45,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Dee. 31, 1933i " * * * - 15,075 * * *
* * * Total including Small Ponds • 15,075 * * *
10 Yr. Avg. (Dec. 31st) Ripogenus & North Twin - 28,466 * * *
Dec* 31st, 19341 Ripogenus Sier, 918,95 Storage 4,815 • • "
North Mn ■ 488.80 * 11,152 " " "
Ripogenus and North Twin " 15,967 * * *
Small Pond. 0,000 " " "
Total Penobscot Storage 15,967 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Dec. 25th, 1933, " Kennebec • 10,078 " “ •
* 24th, 1934s * • * 15,140 * * *
Precipitation for the month of December reported as being 2.47 
inches at Ripogenusj at Millinocket 3.06* was recorded.
Hoods #9 and $ 
Machinos • Job 
1295
.0 All four uptakes from hood to exhaust fans are in place over #10
machine. Hood completed except for side aprons.
Main part of hood in place over all but three dryers on the wet 
end of #9 machine, and a start made on two of the uptakes.
Grinder Motor 
Job 1301
Excavation for three piers completed and forms for same are being 
set to-day.
Structural steel for ramp and bridge received. Chipping for beam 
seats in river wall.
Trans formers f 
Grinder Motors
Job 1303
nr Concrete footings for walls of the transformer foundation are
poured.







Materials all on hand. Installation labor will be anticipated 
and the job closed.
• Work completed except for plastering of transformer switch house and
erection of fence around Bangor Hydro-Electric Co.'s transformer These 
charges are to be anticipated and the job closed.
Moving Hydrant 
Job 2172
Completed except for plastering of hose house. These charges will 
be anticipated and the job dosed.
N. T. Power 
House - Job 
413
South wall of Power House is completed to-night, Dec. 31st. West 
wall is laid up to within four feet of roof line.
Concrete roof on the main building is poured over #3 and #2 units 
and over the switchboard structure and switchboard itself. Thio com­
prises nearly one half of the area of the entire roof.
To-night the switchboard platform is concreted from the North end 
thru to the end of the switchboard.
Diver is installing the racks and they are about 80$ placed.




Erection of water wheel for No. 2 unit is nearing completion.
Erection of structure for switchgear on North end of platform has 
been started. The conduits from switchgear structure to switchboard 
panels, (that are buried in the platform floor), were installed during 
the week.Mr. Collins, G. E. erector to supervise installation of generators
Diet* RW arrived Wednesday, Dec. 26th.siaNED r
December 31, 1934 1 i-• Engineer.-----
FORM 17
Ihilrace Canal Because of the Christmas shutdown, and the severe winter con- 
Job 415 ditions on Thursday and Friday, not very much progress was made 
this past week*
Both draglines are down by the new B* & A* bridge, one 
excavating and the other rehandling disposal from the first one 
’ before it has a chance to freeso*
Transmission t " Past week spent in going over all the structures, tightening 
Line - Job up all insulators, clamps, connections, etc* ’
416 ...
Engineering Working on Grinder Motor installation for Millinocket)
Department sprinkler system for new hoods over #9 and #10 paper machines 
at Millinocket, fuel tank installation for Millinocket Mill) 
Trimbey knotter installation for Millinocket mill) Wood Room for 
East Millinocket mill) and North Twin project*
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. 17th, ^4 PROM £^00^ DCpUTtl^^ LETTER NO. 52
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage . Capacity of Ripogenus and Worth THn • 45,000 Mil. Cu. Ft,
Doo. 24th, 1933» " " " " - 17,063 " » *
* * " Total including Small Ponds - ' 17,063 • • •
10 Tr. Arg. (Doo. 24th) Ripogenus and North Twin - 29,197 * " "
Deo. 24th, 1934t Ripogenus 
North Twin
Eler. 921.15 Storage 6,526 • " "
* 488.30 " 10.807 "____ *___ *
Ripogenus and North Toin " 17,333 " "
Small Ponds " 0,000 " * *
Total Penobscot Storage 17,333 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Doc. 18, 1933> • Kennebao " 10,427 - » "
* 17, 1934i * * " 15,596 • • •
Precipitation for the first twenty-three days of December was re­
ported as being 1.56* at Ripogenus and 2.02* at Millinocket.
Hoods over #9 
& #10 Mchs. 
Job 1295
The main part of the hood is over the entire dryer section of No. 10 
paper machine and two of the uptakes are in place.
On No. 9 machine, the main part of the hood is placed over the first 
6-1/2 dryers on the dry end.
Grinder Motor 
Job 1301




sr Excavation for the walls of the t ransformer foundation, also switch
house, completed and footings will be poured after Christmas. This work 
started Wednesday, Dec. 19th, by H. J. Deutschbein Company.
Purchased Power 
Job 2171
No. 5 Grinder Motor put in operation on 60 cycle current Friday, 
Dec. 21st. Both motors working very satisfactory. Each motor this 
morning was averaging about 2,075 horse power.
Moving Hydrant 
Job 2172
Hose house under the railroad trestle all covered with hy-rib, ready 
for the cement plaster.
N. T. Power Ho. 
Job 413
East, North and inside brick walls completely laid up. The South 
and West walls are laid up to within about five feet of the roof.Tailrace apron all concreted
Poured concrete in depressed portion of switchboard platform, so 
that start might be made on the conduits.
Poured first section of roof Friday, Dec. 21st and pouring secoM 
section to-day, Dec. 24th. These two sections comprise nearly one-half 
the area over the main building, that is, the switchboard and generators.










Sections "A* and MBM now entirely completed.
Both shovels now equipped with boom and dragline equipment. One 
unit is rehandling debris along south share of "C” section. The other 
unit is dragging in section *C" near the "BM end.
Transmission Li 
Job 416
ne Wire all strung except
of structures completed.
for the river crossing at North Twin. Guying
Diet. RVW (Over)





Working on grinder motor installation at Millinocket! North Twin 
power projectj wood room for East Millinocket! smooth press for Madison! 
and tank for fuel oil at Millinocket*
Messrs* Hilton and Pearson visited Tuesday* Dec* 18th.
Mr. Messinger, of Messinger Bearings Co. visited Friday, Dec.Blst.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 a. M. December 10, 1934 FROM Engineering Department letter no. 51
SUBJECT DETAIL “ *
Water Storage Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin - 45,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Dec. 17th, 1933i * * * * - 18,340 * * *
* * * Total including Small Ponds - 18,340 * * *
10 Tr. Avg. (Dec. 17th) Ripogenua and North Twin - 29,920 * * w
Deo. 17th, 1934> Ripogonue filer. 923.37 Storage 8,377 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin " 487.05 '" 9.945 " » -
Ripogenus and North Twin * ’ 18,322 " * *
Small Ponds * No Report ’ 0.000 * * "
Total Penobscot Storage ” 18,322 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Dec. 11, 1933t * Kennebec * _ 11,045 * * *
• 10, 1934i * * " 16,195 * * *
Precipitation for the i 
as being 1.06* at Ripogenus
‘iret lixteen day* of December was reported 
and 0.87” at Millinocket.
Hoods over #9 4
#10 Machines
Job 1295
On #10 paper machine, the main part of the hood is over all but 
5*1/2 dryers on the wet end, and one of the uptakes is partly in place.
A start made on placing the panels on the dry end over #9 machine.
Sheehan Rope* 
Job 1299
Equipment entirely installed and both machines now in operation. 
Job can be closed.
Grinder Motor 
Job 1301 Hauling gravel.
Purchased Powe* 
Job 2171
No. 6 grinder motor put in operation on 60 cycle current about
4 P.M. Tuesday, Dec. 11th and is working very satisfactorily.
Work on No. 5 motor is being rushed all possible. The rotor is all 
drilled and the new coils are in place. Two men working on the stator 
windings.
Separating busses in the control room this morning, Dec. 17th, so 
as to get #5 motor onto the 60 cycle bus.
N.T. Power Hout 
Job 413
e Brickwork progressing good. The east wall is entirely laid up and
the windows glased. The north wall will be practically completed 
to-night, Dec. 17th. The we^t wall is up to the middle of the window 
sash and the south wall up about 3 feet above the window sills.
Tailrace apron a little better than one-half concreted.
Forms for the roof are in place on about two-thirds of the roof, 
and a start made on the forms for the switchboard platform at the 
north end.
Diver installing the rack frames in front of dam.
Generator curbs for No. 1 and No. 2 units have been concreted. 
Total crew for week averaged 270 men.
Power House Eqi 
meat - Job 414
lip- All three generators received and unloaded.




Trucks and 3/4 yard Diesel shwel released from job.
Section "A* completed except for the truck rampway. Section 
completed except for a little cleaning out of loose ledge at the "C" eMd.
Figures for week Dec. 5th - 12th show 210 cubic yards removed from 
Section *A* and 1490 cubic yards from Section "B*. Cold snap slowed 
^Sew^lpo^Jor^Se* other shovel has been received and it is now be- , 
ing assembled and mounted. (Over)
DATE MAILED December 17th, 1934 - Ensine9r-
Transmission Line Transmission line strung across the B. & A. tracks Thursday,
Job 416 Dec. 13th. Wires all strung new except for the river crossing
at North Twin.
Engineering ~ Working on grinder motor instalMlon at Millinocket) North 
Department Mn development) Wood Room for East Millinocket) and smooth proa
for Madison Mill.
Miscellaneous W. 0. McKay visited Fenobscot mills Wednesday A Thursday,
Dec. 12th and 13th.
W. Hilton and F. Pearson visited Wednesday, Deo. 12th.
H. J. Deutschbein on North Twin job wntil Wednesday night, 
December 12th.
E. J. Trimbey visited Saturday, Dee. 15th.
S. B. Stafford of Rice-Barton & Shies Visited to-uay, 
Dec. 17th.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 3rd, 154 PRO^nglneering Department letter no.§q
SUBJECT DETAIL
Hater Storage Maximum Capacity of Rip0genus and North Twin ’ • 45,000 Mil. Cu.
Deo. 10th, 1933s * * M * - 19,724 * M
* * * Total including Small Ponds - 19,724 * *





Dec. 10th, 1934s Rip0genus 
North Twin
Slav. 925.65 Storage 10,338 Mil. Cu.
* 485.15 . • 8.634 "____ "
Ft. w
- Ripogenus and North Twin . M 18,972 * M
Small Ponds - No Report. 0.000 * "
H
W
Total Penobscot Storage 18,972 Mil. Cu.
Deo. 4th, 1933< " Kennebec • 12,150 • *
Ft. 
H
" 3rd, 19341 " • « < 15,569 * * M
Precipitation for the first nine days of December was reported 
being 0.96M at Ripogenus and 0.80* at Millinocket.
as
I oods for #9 & 
j 10 Machines 
Job 1295
Mr. Belke, J. 0. Ross erector, arrived Friday, Dec. 7th.
Sunday, Dec. 9th, a start was made on the erection of the panels 
for the #10 hood. One end, and about one-quarter of the length, in­
stalled.
Jheehan Rope 
Carrier - Job 
1299
Installed the two take-up carriages and sheaves. Machine now 
ready for the ropes.
Crinder Motor 
Job 1301 Hauling gravel.
furchased Power 
Job 2171
The two Bangor Hydro-Electric Co.’s transformers are in plan on our 
foundations and the oil is being filtered to-day.
Rotor has been placed back in the motor and control work is being 
rushed all possible. Everything will be in readiness to try out the 
system to-morrow sometime — probably in the forenoon.
1oving Hydrant 
Job 2172
Hyrib about 60$ placed on steel frame for hose house under the 
railroad trestle.: ‘ . V’. ?
I • Power Ho. 
(onstruction
Job 413
Structural steel all erected and rive ting nearing completion.
Brick work is progressing good in spite of cold snap, and is 
about 40 to 45$ completed. ?
Five of the intermediate piers have been concreted up to floor 
level and a start made on pouring the floor of the gate house room at the 
North end to-day, Dec. 10th. *
Generator curbs for #2 unit has been poured.
Total crew averaged 296 for the week.
Iower House Eq- 
lipment - Job 
414
Two generators now on the job.
Traveling crane now entirely erected and rigged for operation.
Ih.il race Canal 
Job 415
For eight days (Nov. 28th to Dec. 5th inclusive) 11,670 cubic yards 
were removed from the tail race, of which 5,660 cubic yards are from 
Section A, and 6,010 cubic yards from Section B. Section A and B will 
be completed this week.
Diet. RVW (Over)










The transmission wires are strung except for the following: 
(1) The river crossing at North Twin} (2) The railroad crossing} 
and (3) about 1/2 mile of one circuit (3 vires) in back of the 
mill.
Working on grinder motor installation at Millinocket} North 
Twin project} Wood Room for East Millinocket} and Smooth press 
for Madison Mill.
* • * • - - * ■ •
Mr. Lean, Link Belt Representative called Tuesday, Dec. 4th.
Mr. Stuart, N. E. T. & T. Company’s Engineer, called Tuesday, 
Dec. 4th. - . 1
John McLeod visited Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday 
December 4th * 6th inclusive.
H. J. Deutschboin arrived Friday, Dec. 7th and is still 
visiting the North Twin job.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER





Hoods for #9A1C 
Mchs. Job 1295
Sheehan Rope














Mudraan Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin - 45,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Deo. 3rd, 19331 * " " • 20,804 " " “
• " " Total including Small Ponds - 20,604 " » "
10 Tr. Arg. (Dec. 3rd) Ripogenus and North Toin - 30,757 * * *
Dec. 3rd, 1934i Ripogenus Kley. 926.20 Storage 10,819 " " "
North Twin " 484.25 » 8,020 " " "
Ripogenus end North Twin * . 18,839 * " *
Small Ponds - No Report 0,000 " * *
Total Penobscot Storage • *18,839 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Nov. 27, 1933i * Kennebec * 12,770 * * *
H 26, 1934> * * * . 13,794 * * *
Precipitation for the month of November was reported as being
2.51" at Ripogenusj at Millinocket 2.77" has been reported. Ripogenus 
reported 0.96* of rain Saturday, Dec. 1st) Millinocket recorded 0.65".
♦This Storage Figure high because it was necessary to shut off 
some water at Ripogenus Sunday for the Spruce Wood Department, and 
the lakes will be out of balance for a few days.
Erected the channel frame for both of the hoods.
J. 0. Rose erector due to arrive the latter part of this week.
The big dryer sheaves are now all installed on No. 1 paper 
machine.
Job coexisted except for a few electrical connections.
Bangor Hydro-Electric steel transformer structure and lightning 
arrestors erected on our foundations.
Underground cable being laid in trench (from the transformers to 
the control house) to-day, Dee. 3rd.
The new coils are all in place on the rotor of #6 grinder motor 
and the connections now being made. Two men working on the changes to 
the field of this same motor.
Hose house under the railroad trestle ready for hyrib.
Head wall the entire length of building, and the stepped end walls, 
were concreted Friday, December 30th. Now building forms for topping 
out the intermediate walls.
Structural steel for the east half of the power house all erected 
but not entirely riveted. Steel for the west half installed in front 
of No. 2 and 3 units.
East half of North wall, and the East wall in front of No. 3 unit 
are bricked up to the roof line. Crew now laying up East wall in front 
of No. 2 unit.
Total crew averaging about 325.
The first generator (for No. 2 unit) was received at the jeb 
Tuesday, Nov. 27th.
Diet. RO (Over)




Tailrace Canal For a five day period ending the night of Nov. 27th, 3,705
Job 415 cubic yards were removed from the tailace. Of this total, 1,250
yards were removed from section "A* and 2,455 yards from section WB*.
Transmission Line About one mile more of ground wire and l-l/2 miles of trans­
Job 416 mission wire yet to be installed.
Engineering r Working on North Twin projectj purchased poWer for East 
Department Millinocket j Grinder Motor installation for Millinocket। Wood
Room for East Millinocket, and physical Inventories at all three 
mill ft-
Miscellaneous Messrs. Wade and Elliott of General Electric Company spent
Monday and Tuesday, Nov. 26th and 27th with us re the Millinocket 
Grinder Motors, Transformers, etc.
, Mr. Macaulay, boiler inspector, called Friday, Nov. 30th.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
























Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin - 45,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Hot. 26th, 1933> " * * " - 21,857 " • "
" " • Total including Snail Fonda - 21,857 • " "
10 Tr. Avg. (Not. 26th) Ripogenus 4 North Twin - 30,498 * * *
Not. 26, 1934i Ripogenus S1OT. 925.22 Storage - 9,964 " * "
North'Twin * 483.20 • ■ • 7,306 " " "
Ripogenus and North Twin * 17,270 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Small Ponds No Report
Total Penobscot Storage 17,270 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Not. 20, 1933i * Kennebec * 13,443 * * *
M 19, |934t " * * 12,950 • * *
Precipitation for the first 25 days of November was reported as 
being 2.03 inches at Ripogenusi at Millinocket 2.36 inches has been 
reported.
Installed the two new 10* I-beam trolley runs which go under the 
hood of #9 paper machine.
Took down portion of old crane runways over each machine.
Installation completed on #2 machine.
Twelve of the big dryer sheaves are installed on #1 paper machine.
The motor for driving the generator (on the exciter set) has 
been mounted on the base.
Foundation for the transformers is completed, forms stripped, and 
now backfilling and grading around same.
Portion of the steel for the transformer structure has been delivered 
onto the job by the Bangor Hydro-Electric Co. They have also got all 
of their poles set and trim? ed, and a start made at the East Millinocket 
end, on the stringing of the wire.
Setting up switch structure in the new portion of control house. 
Spider of #6 grinder motor has been entirely redrilled ai d is 
now ready for the new coils.
Frame for a hyrib-plaster hose house, under the railroad trestle, 
has been erected, and hyrib is now being placed on same.
Started pouring flume for #2 unit to-day, Nov. 26th at 7i30 A.M. 
Brickmasons laying up North and East walls at unit No. 3. 
Building forms for head and end walls. 
Balance of structural steel received from Megquier & Jones Co. 
Total crew about 350 men.
Ihe Whiting Crane has been erected on the crane runway at site 
of #3 unit.
Another carload of water wheel equipment received from Baddwin- 
Southwark Corporation.
For the week November 15th to 22nd, approximately 1,887 cubic 
yards were removed from section "A*. During the same period, ^proximate­
ly 3,496 cubic yards were removed from section ”BW, which makes a total 
of 5,383 3 cubic yards for the week.
Diet. RVW (Over)
date mailed November 25,1934 SIGNED • / / fi/
FORM 17
Transmission Line Stringing transmission and ground wires at bo t hie nd s of line* 
Job 416 A little better than two miles strung up in place*
Engineering Working on North Twin project) purchased power for East
Department Millinocketj Grinder motor installation at Millinocket) Wood Room
at East Millinocket) Hayton Agitator and Smooth Press for Madison*
Miscellaneous H* J* Deutschbein left Tuesday nighty Nov* 20th*
F* R* West left with Mr* C* H* Burr Tuesday night No£ 20th 
on an inspection trip of American type U-Bar Barking Drums*
Messrs* Wade, Elliott and Fogg of General Electric Co* arrived 
this morning, Nov* 26th*
Messrs* Brown and Coffin of Bangor Hydro-Electric Co* called 
Thursday, Nov* 22nd*
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING18 A.M. Nov. 12, 1934 from Engineering Department letter no. 47
SUBJECT « DETAIL
Water Storage Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin * 45,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Hot. 19th, 1933, " " * * 22,681 " • •
w « * Total including Small Ponds — 22.681 w ** *
10 Yr. Avg. (Nov. 19th) Ripogenus & North Twin * 29,465 * * *
* - *•
Not. 19, 1934, Ripogenus 
North Twin
Klar. 924.50 Storage 9,343 " " "
• 482.60 l* 6.898 » " «
Ripogenus and North Twin * 16,241 * M *
Small Ponds * No Report - Est. 5Q0 ” w "
Total Penobscot Storage 16,741“Mil. Cu. Ft.
Not. 13, 1933, " Kannsbao " . . 13,530 « " "
Not. 12, 1934, " • * • 13,293 * * *
Precipitation for the first 18 days of November was reported as 




n Addition to steel platform completed, and now ready for the
pipe railing.
Hoods for #9 & 
#10 Mohs.
Job 1295
Balance of hood material received and unloaded.
Installed the two new 10M I-beam trolley runs which go under the 




Ropes installed on #2 paper machine and working very good. 
No sheaves Installed on No. 1 as yet.
Emerson Jordan 
Job 2166 Job inactive.
Purchased Power 
Job 2171
Pouring concrete walls of transformer foundation to-day, Nov. 19th. 
Brick wall, forming addition to the control house, completed, 
french for underground cable excavated.
Bangor Hydro-Electric Co.* a right-of-way cleared and quite a 
few poles erected at the Medway end.
Hoving Hydrant 
Job 2172
Wk completed except 
house.
for building of a new fireproof hose
N.T. Power Ho. 
Job 413
Started erecting steel Tuesday, Nov. 13th, and it is now up 
over #3 unit and partially riveted.
No. 1 flume concreted Sunday, Nov. 18th, (started at 7s30 A.M. 
completed 4:30 A.M. Nov. 19th).
Brickmason foreman and four masons arrived on job this morning, 
Nov. 19th.
Building forms for #2 unit.
Total crew about 327 men.
Thilrace Canal 
Job 415
Approximately 4,565 cubic yards of rock removed from tailrace 
during the past week, practically all of which was out of area *AH. 
The earth dam between areas "A* and “B" has been opened up and 
area "B" unwatered. Dragline equipment now stripping earth from 




SIGNED 'v—J / >
Engineer -
FORM 17
transmission Line About one mile of wire (ground and transmission) has been 
Job 416 strung and pulled up into place.
Pole structures at Millinocket end equipped with crossarms*
Engineering ' Working on North Twin project; purchased power for East
Department r Millinocket grinders; Wood Room changes for East Millinocket; and 
Hayton Agitator installation for Madison*.
Miscellaneous Mr. Pike,. Falk Coupling Co., visited Wednesday, Nov. 14th.
Frank Keenan visited Thursday, Nov. 15th.
Mank Pearson visited Thursday, Nov. 15th.
H. J. Deutschbein arrived Friday, Nov. 16th and is still
* * e visiting North Twin work.
L. 0. Bidstrup of Ingersoil-Rand Co. visited Friday, 
Nov. 16th.
Mr. Chase, Geologist of University of Maine and Professor
Perkins of Colby visited North Twin job Saturday, Nov. 17th.
J. M. Wade visited Saturday, Nov. 17th, re additional 
purchased power.
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Hoods for #9 & 
#10 Meh. - Job 
1295
Sheehan Rope 















Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin - 45,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Hot. 12th, 1933. " " " " - 24,121 " ■ •
" • * Total including Small Pond. - 24,121 * " "
10 Yr, Avg. (Nor. 12th) Ripogema and North Twin - 28,904 * • •
Nor. 12th, 1934» Ripogenus Elav. 923.86 Storage 8,794 ■ » ■
North Twin " 482.50' " 6,830 * » "
Ripogenus and North Twin " 15,624 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Small Ponds - No Report - Estimated 3.200 ■ « »
Total Penobscot Storage * 18,824 * * *
Nov. 6th, 19331 * Kennebec * 13,683 " * *
• 5th, 19341 * * * 12,897 * * *
Precipitation for the first eleven days of November at Ripogenus 
was reported as being 0.99*j at Millinocket 1.30" was recorded. 
Ripogenus reported a 4" snowstorm over the week-end and Millinocket 
measured a 5H fall.
i Pipe system completed and tested. Job completed except for
installation of steel platform around the valve and a little cleaning up.
Making preparations to install the new structural srteel trolleys 
in back of the machines.
One carload of hood material received and unloaded.
Installed the rope stretchers on No. 2 paper machine the past week. 
If the next shut down is long enough, may get the ropes installed.
About three-quarters of the sheaves for No. 1 machine have been 
finished in the shop.
Job inactive. Waiting for an exchange of motors before work on the 
exciter set can be completed.
Work completed and the job can now be closed.
r Excavation for the transformer foundation completed and footings
for the wall concreted. Starting formwork for the walls this afternoon, 
Nov. 12th.
Hydrant reinstalled in new location and trench backfilled.
Started concreting No. 3 flume Saturday morning, Nov. 10th and 
completed Sunday, Nov. 11 th, at 8s 30 A.M.
Carpenters now concentrating on the formwork for No. 1 flume, which 
we hope to have ready for concrete by the 17th or 18th.
Supporting steel structure for the rack bars have been received 
and preparations are being made to install same.
As in the previous week, the two shovels worked in area ”AM and the 
dragline in areas *B* and "C*. Approximately 4,755 cubic yards were 
removed during the week of which 3,300 yards came from area "A*| 575 
yards from "B* and 880 yards from "C".
Dragline moved up onto earth dike between areas ”A* and "B* this 
morning and now working in corner of *A* area.
Diet. RO ( Over)
DAT.MA.I.ED f 1934 SIGNED Engineer
FORM 17
transmission Line ' A start has been made on the stringing of the wire. Starting 
Job 416 at the North TWin end, the ground wires and main cable are pulled
into place for about 3/4 of a mile.
Engineering - Jive men working on North Twin project. Balance of crow
Department working on East Millinocket Wood Room Changes, Madison Smooth 
Press Installation, and figuring of physical inventories.
Miscellaneous ifessrs. Willard and Goldstein of Link Belt Co., visited
Friday, Nov. 9th.
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Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin * 45,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Nov. 5th, 1933i * * * * - 25,831 * " *
* * * Total including Small Ponds • 25,831 * * *
10 Yr. Avg. (Nov. 5th) Ripogenus and North Twin * 28,725 * * *
Nov. 5th, 1934i Ripogenus Elev. 923.63 Storage 8,599 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin H 483.50 " 7.510 " ,
Ripogenus and North Twin " 16,109 " "
Oct. 27th, 19341 Snail Ponds 8.242 * " " .
Total Penobscot Storage 19,351 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Oct. 30th, 19331 * Kennebec * 13,968 * * *
* 29th, 1934i • * * 13,592 * * •
Rainfall for the month of October at Ripogenus was reported as 
being 3.09 inchest at Millinocket, 2.66 inches was recorded.
1 Piping installed except for the connection to the wood storage
sprinkler system.
Backfilling the outside trench.
No. 2 machine is fully equipped with the large dryer sheaves. 
Assembling stretch carriers in the shop and will be installed on next 
shutdown.
Ma. chining big sheaves in the shop for No. 1 machine.
Carload of hood material received to-day, Nov. 5th.
Structural steel for support of hoods has been received and making 
preparations for installation of same.
Nothing further done on the motor-generator exciter set.
Repairing old timber crib and rock shear wall where it joins onto 
the fishway. Installing balance of sheeting on fishway. Job should be 
completed this week.
• Started excavation for foundation of 60 cyclo transformers on the
river bank.
Bangor Hydroelectric Co. have crew brushing out along old railroad 
right-of-way for their pole line.
Excavation completed and hydrant reinstalled in new position. 
Trench now being backfilled.
Intermediate piers for all three flumes concreted, floor of flumes 
for all three units concreted also.
Forms for the flume of No. 3 unit are nearing completion and will 
probably be concreted the latter part of this week.
Starting the inside spiral forms for No. 1 unit.
Throat rings, stay rings, and pit liners for all three units are 
in place. These comprises the parts that are to be imbedded in the 
concrete.
About 250 feet of tailrace canal immediately below the power house 
is down to grade for about 90% of its width. Two yard and 3/4 yard 
shovels and six trucks removing the ledge from this first area after it 
has been drilled and blasted.
Diet. RVW (Over)
DATE MAILED
SIGNED \__ | Z \ C
November 5, 1934 _ Engineer
FORM 17
Ihilrace Canal Stripping down t® ledge in th® next area with dragline equipment*
Continued Approximately 4*640 cubic yards have been removed this past week.
Transmission Line Poles are now entirely erected from the North Twin End to the
Job 416 Millinocket sub-station, and crossarms in place except on the
Millinocket yard end. Mil probably start installing wire by the middle of 
this week*
Apparatus for Millinocket Sub-station in place*
Eng. Dept. Working on experimental machine} smooth press for No* 2 machine
at Madison) changes to Wood Room at East Millinocket) North Twin 
Development) purchased power at East Millinocket) Panel Digester 
Strainer for Millinocket) and physical inventory of all three mills.
Miscellaneous Messrs Pike of M.k Coupling Co., and Richardson of General
Electric Co* visited Tuesday, Oct* 30th*
Mr* Eldridge, brickmason foreman for the North Twin job visited 
to-day, Nov* 5th.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
for week beginning 8 a. m. October 22, is 34 from Engineering Department letter no. 44
SUBJECT - ■ ■ DETAIL
loiter Storage Miximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin - 45,000 Mil* Cu* Ft*
October 29th, 1933» " • » " - 27,104 " ■ •
« " » Total including Small Ponds - 27,104 " " "
10 Yr. Arg. (Oct. 29th) Ripogenus ft North Twin - 28,624 • ■ "
October 29th, 1934s Ripogenus Rier. 923.48 Storage 8,471 " " "
North Twin " 485.05 " 8,565 » » »
Ripogenus and North Twin " 17,036 " " "






Carrier - Job 
1299
Total.Penobscot Storage 20,278 Nil. Cu. Ft.
October 23rd, 1933s • Kennebec " ■ 13,956 " " »
• 22nd, 1934s' ■ • " ' 14,354 • " •• * ,
Rainfall for the first twenty-eight days of October at Ripogenus 
was reported as being 3*04”j at Millinocket 2.64** has been recorded*
i Die new 12” indicator post gate valve has been installed in the
outside line and also the 12” x 14” increaser and two lengths of 14” 
diameter pipe. Inside pipe completed up to point where it drops thru 
floor.
L Job completed.
Die large dryer sheaves will be all installed on No. 2 paper machine 
by to-night, Oct* 29th.
Working on additional sheaves in the shop for No* 1 paper machine.
Nothing further done on the motor-generator exciter set.
llshway about 85^ completed* Repairing old timber crib and rock 
shear wall where it joins onto the new fishway*
>r Intermediate piers for the #3 unit poured up to height of top of
new gate opening*
Building forms for intermediate piers for units 1 and 2 and will 
probably pour the ones for #1 unit Tuesday, Oct* 30th* Hoor of No. 1 
and No. 3 flumes have been poured*
Forms are also being built for the No. 3 flume, the outside walls 
of which are practically completed.
Diroat ring and stay ring for No. 1 unit is all set in place, 
welded to the bell mouth piece of the draft tube, and grouted.
Die welding on #3 unit will be completed by to-night, Oct* 29th, 
and then will be grouted.
Welding will start on #2 unit to-morrow, Oct. 30th.
Downstream arm of power house cofferdam now demolished and removed* 
Drilling, blasting and removing ledge in first cofferdam below power 
house and a section near the pump sump is now down to grade*
Stripping down to the ledge in the second cofferdam below the 
power house, with the dragline equipment*
Underpinning of the railroad bridge pier is now completed except 
for removal of the balance of the cofferdam when the shovels get to 






















Pole structure completed down to the head gates*
Balance of steel structure for the Millinocket sub-station is 
erected and the oil switches set in place on the foundation*
working on experimental paper machines smooth press for No* 2 
machine at Madison) changes to Wood Room at East Millinocket) 
North Twin Development) and foundation for transformers at East 
Millinocket in connection with 60 cyclo purchased power*
William Hilton visited Monday, Oct* 22nd*
Mr* Estes, Inspector for the Factory Insurance Association 
visited Tuesday, Oct* 23rd*
F. T* Dol bears visited Wednesday, Oct* 24th*
Mr* Passmore of Walworth Mfg* Co* visited Wednesday, Oct* 24th
Oscar Hahnel visited Thursday, Oct* 25th*
L* E* Dillard of Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co*, visited Friday 
October 26th.
JTank Silliman of Bangor Hydro-Electric Co* visited 
Friday, Oct. 26th*
H* J* Deutschbein visited North Twin Job from Wednesday, 
Oct* 24th till to-day, Oct* 29th*
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
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Fishway - Job 
2170
North M.n Powe 
House - Job 415




Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin - 45,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
October 22nd, 1933i * " * * 28,221 * ” *
« *- * Total including Small Ponds - 28,221 " " «
10 Yr. Avg. (Oct. 22nd) Ripogenus and North Twin- 28,300 * * "
October 22nd, 1934t Ripogenus Elev. 923.38 Storage 8,386 * * *
North Twin * 486.15 * 9,324 " " "
Ripogenus and North Twin ” 17,710 * * "
No Report from Small Ponds
October 16, 1933i Total Kennebec Storage 14,074 " * *
* 15, 1934s * *. * 15,146 * « *
Rainfall for the first twenty-one days of October at Ripogenus was 
reported as being 2.45"; at Millinocket 2.33" has been recorded.
i The fourteen inch pipe line has been ^installed along the West Wall
to the point where it drops down thru the floor and connects to the 
outside line.
Completed except for two or throe days work for the masons forming 
the cement curbs around the sash.
J ■ -
Ten large dryer sheaves installed on No. 2 paper machine. Eleven 
more sheaves all finished in the shop ready for installation.
Nothing further done on the motor generator exciter set this week.
Timber framework for fishway completed and practically all loaded 
with rock. Installing 3" tongue and groove planking on outside wall 
of new fishway and old cribwork.
r Roughing face of old concrete piers and apron of dam so as to secure
I good bond with new concrete.
Building forms for intermediate piers for #3 unit. Building outside 
wall forms of building.
Concreted new entrance wall (with its three small gates) for the 
new fishway.
Total day crew to-day 173 men. Night crews will total about 135 men.
Under supervision of water wheel erector, the throat and stay rings 
have been lowered into place for all three units. One unit ready for 
welding Tuesday.
Drilling and blasting ledge in first coffer dam below the power 
house. The two yard shovel and 3/4 yard shovel working within this area. 
Shovel with dragline equipment working just above the old railroad em­
bankment.
Demolishing downstream arm of power house coffer dam.
At the railroad pier, the concrete wall and cap have been completed 
and the stone and earth within this area is now being cemented together 
by means of pressure grouting.
Diet. RVW (Over)




Transmission Line Pole structure completed from the dam down to the canal, and 
Job 416 the crossarms and insulators in place on the poles down as far as
Wards’ Cove*
Changed over Millinocket end of Dolby line Sunday, Oct* 
21st, so that balance of Millinocket Sub*station steel nay be 
erected*
Engineering Working on Experimental Paper Machine; East Millinocket Wood
Department Room changes; Smooth Press for No. 2 machine at Madison; and
North TWin project*
Miscellaneous J* M. Wade visited Monday and Tuesday October 15th and
16th, respectively*
Harry Leathers, Babcock & Wilcox Company, visited Tuesday, 
Oct. 16th.
W. Irving, President of Irving Grating Co*, visited Tuesday, 
Oct* 16th.
Messrs* W. A* Whitcomb, W. 0* McKay, and William Hilton 
visited Penobscot Mills Wednesday and Thursday, Oct* 17th and 
18th respectively.
H. W* Chase to Madison Thursday, Oct. 18th re smooth press 
for No. 2 machine. ’
F. C. Bowler to Bangor Friday, Oct. 19th, to interview
, Bangor Hydro-Electric Co* re proposed purchased power*
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
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Carrier - Job 
1299
Finishing Room 




Fishway * Job 
2170








Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin - 45,000 Mil* Cu. Ft.
October 15th, 19^3: " " * * 29,919 * * *
» * * * Total including Small Ponds 29,919 " " *
10 Tr. Avg. (Oct. 15th) Ripogenus and North Twin 28,614 " " *
October 15th, 1934: Ripogenus Elev. 923.54 Storage 8,505 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North TWin * 487.45 * ____ 2___L.
Ripogenus and North Twin * 18,726 * * *
No Report from Small Ponds
October 9th, ^933: Tbtal Kennebec Storage 14,006 * " "
* 8th, 1934: " ", " 16,519 " " "
Rain and snow for first 14 days of October at Ripogenus was 
reported as being 1.91 inches) at Millinocket 1.91 inches has been 
recorded also.
1 Started Installing pipe line from the pumps. The gate valve and
reducing pressure valve are in place and the pipe line is installed about 
one-half way across the blow pit or south wall of Grinder Room.
Still excavating for outside pipe.
Steel sash all installed and glazed. Sash are now ready to be 
cemented in.
Ten large dryer sheaves installed on No. 2 paper machine. Three 
more are ready in the shop.
Electricians finishing their work on the lights this week.
Painting of the steel to start this week.
Nothing further done on the motor generator exciter set this woek.
Timber framework for fishway about 80$ completed.
Installing 3* sheeting on inside wall which forms wall of log sluice.
Started concreting big slab (roof of tail race) Tuesday morning 
Oct. 9th and completed it Wednesday afternoon Oct. 10th.
Piers for support of throat and stay rings are concreted for all 
three units.
Building forms for scroll case.
Stope-hammers working in gate passageways.
Total day crew to-day 162 men. Night crews will total 145 to 150 
men.
Mr. Frank Leaman, water wheel erector from Baldwin-Southwark 
Corp., arrived this morning, October 15th.
Moving throat and stay rings from storage to power house site.
Drilling and blasting ledge immediately below power house coffer 
and one 2-yard and one 3/4 yard shovel removing same. The other 2-yard 
shovel with dragline equipment has moved down to just above the B.AA. 
bridge.
At the bridge pier, excavation in the closing hole will be completed 
to-night and probably concreted to-morrow.
Diet. RFW (Over)
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Burning of right-of-way will be practically completed by 
to-night, Oct* 15th.
Erecting pole structures, crossarms, insulators and ground 
wire bayonets on top of poles*
Stripped forms from Millinocket sub-station and one panel 
of the steel structure is erected.
Working on experimental paper machine; rearrangement of 
drive on screen room conveyor to piling ground at Millinocket; 
North Twin power development; East Millinocket Wood Room re­
arrangement; and Madison Hayton Agitator installation in 
sulphite tank.
A. D. Davis, General Electric Co.’s engineer visited 
Tuesday, Oct* 9th.
Messrs. Bowler and Deutschbein visited Seboomook Dam 
Wednesday Oct. 10th.
Roy Wagner, Garlock Packing Co., visited Thursday, Oct. 11th
Roy Weldon to Madison Friday, Oct. 12th re. Hayton Agitator 
installation in sulphite tank.
J. M. Wade visiting to-aay, Oct. 15th.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
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FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8AM- October 1st. ^34 ^°m Engineering Dept. letter no.
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus & North IWin - 45,000 Mil.Cu.Ft.
October 8th, 1933<- « « « * - 31,070 * ” *
« « « Total Including Small Ponds - 31,311 * « w
10 Yr. Aug. (Oct. Sth) Ripogenus a North Twin - 29,422 * M "
October 8th, 1934*- Ripogenus 
North TWin
:lev. 923.83 Storage 8,768 Mil.Cu.Ft.
* ~ 488.65 * 11,049 - * *
Ripogenus & North Tain * 19,817 * « «
October 6th, 1934s- Small Ponds 1 3,183 « * *
, Tot al Penobscot Storage - 23,000 * * *
October 1st, 19331- Total Kennebec Storage * 14,953 " w w
* M 19341- M w - 18,266 * ” M
Rain fall for the first seven days of October at Ripogenus was 
reported as being 0,34*| at Millinocket, 0.99” was recorded.
Fire Protect­
ion Job 1285
Excavating for outside pipe changes. The old pipes are very 




Steelmsh now all installed and bolted in place temporarily 





Ten of the largo rope sheaves have been installed on the dryers 
»f No. 2 paper machine. Finishing others in shop.
Finishing Room 
toof-Job 2160
Waterproofing and skylight work now completed. Roof tested 
absolutely weathertight during heavy rain Saturday night.
Job completed except for a few small miscellaneous items.
Snerson Jordan 
Job 2165
Nothing further don® 
past week.
on the motor generator exciter set this
Fishway - Job
2170
Twelve six-foot pockets have been framed and reloaded with 
rock. Jacking up section of old cribwork that had badly settled and 




Building forms for the main slab (roof of tailrace) for all 
three units and placing reinforcing for same.
Fishway gate passage bulk headed and preparing to install the 
aw entrance wall.
gtopehamers working in gate passageways.
Total day crew today 184 men - the night crew will probably 




Stay ring, speed ring, and pit liner for #1 and #2 units 
received. Stay ring for No. 3 unit shipped October 5th.
Ihilrace Canal 
Job 415
One two-yard shovel and one 3/4 yard shovel excavating within 
are® of second cofferdam below the power house. The other shovel with 
drag-line equipment is rehandling pile of disposal immediately above (OVER)





the old railroad embankment on the south shore
Drilling and blasting ledge within the area of the first 
cofferdam Just below the power house*
At the railroad pier, excavation is being carried on at 
the Southeast and Northwest corners. Two more sections of wall were 
concreted during the week.
Transmission 





Right-of-way all cleared and crew now brushing out for the 
telephone line.
Double poles (but without the crossarms) are erected from 
dam to Ward’s cove.





Drawings for the Madison Boiler installation completed 
during the week. Started study of East Ml kt. Wood Room. Working up 
a typical installation of Great Northern 4-foot grinders for St. 
Croix Paper Co. Working on North Twin drawings.
Mr. S. B. Stafford of Rice, Barton and Fales Co., visited 
Thursday, Oct. 4th.
H. J. Deutschbein arrived Friday, Oct. 5th, and is still on 
the job.
Paul Cloke, Dean of U. of M.. College of Technology; W. S. 
Evans & E. H. Sprague, Professors of Civil Engineering; A. 0. Lyons, 
Associate Professor of Civil Engineering; H. W. Leavitt, Engineer 
of the Technology Experimental Station; H. D. Chase, Geology instruc­
tor; and a party of 10 students of the U. of M. visited the North 
Twin Project Saturday, October 6th.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
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Fishway - Job 
2170
forth Twin Powe 
House - Job 
413
Power House Equ 
mnt - Job 414
Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Tvin - 45,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Oct. 1st, 19331 " • " * - 32,623 • • "
" " 1933> Total including Small Ponds - 32,864 " " "
10 Tr. Arg. (Oct. 1st) Ripogenus and North Twin • 30,140 " " «
Oct. 1st, 1934i Ripogenus Elov. 924.12 Storage 9,016 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin " 489.50 * 11.640 " " "
Ripogenus 4 North Twin " 20,656 " ■ *
Sept. 29, 1934i Small Ponds " 3.203 " « "
Total Penobscot Storage 23,859 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Sept. 25th, 1933i * Kennebec * 15,913 * * *
* 24th, 1934j • • * 18,599 * " *
t Rainfall for the month of September at Ripogenus was reported as 
being 3.39”f at Millinocket 3.91” was recorded.
* Started excavating for outside pipe line.
Road work completed except for installation of one culvert and a 
little widening out in a few places.
Fifteen sash have been installed and glased on the west side of roof. 
This makes a total of 40 sash now installed. '* 4 * * .
Four of the big sheaves now installed on #2 machine and two more 
finished, ready for installation.
Waterproofing and insulation of new concrete slab completed and roof­
ing contractor loft the job Saturday, Sept. 29th.
Three skylights completely erected and glazed. Erecting the frame 
of the fourth and last one to-day, October 1st.
Bleeder turbine work as covered by this job is now complete^.
The automatic lighting feature was installed this past week-end.
Emerson jordan in service.
Set up exciter and base in the transformer room. Base has been 
extended to take a second-hand motor which is on hand.
Three six-foot pockets have been framed and reloaded with rock. 
Tearing out another section of old cribwork to-day, for replacement.
r Bell mouth pieces have been set in final positions in units 2 and
3, and all wall work around these 2 units concreted. Levelling bell 
mouth piece for No. 1 unit to-day, Oct. 1st.
Building forms for the main slab of No. 3 unit.
Stopehammers working on last 3 gate passageways.
Concrete walls have been poured at top of all gates except for the 
new fishway.
Dredging in front of gates where the supporting steel structure for 
the racks will go.
Total crew about 350 men — 200 on days and 150 on nights.
ip- Stay ring, speed ring and pit liner for #2 unit has been received 
gjd^thg^pme items for #1 unit were shipped Sept. 26th. (Over)
DATE MAILED October 1, 1934 Q Engineer
Thil Race Canal One two-yard shovel and one 3/4 yard shovel excavating immediately 
Job 415 below the coffer dam. Shovels and trucks are operating right on the
ledge at this point* The other shovel with dragline equipment is work­
ing along the south shore near the old railroad embankment. Very 
hard digging.
Two wall sections (extending to ledge) have been concreted on each 
„ , side of railroad pier. . ,
TWo more pockets are being excavated within steel piling.
Transmission Right-of-way burned all the way down to Ward's Cove.
Line - Job Double poles have been erected for about 3 miles starting at the
416 * North Twin end.
Crossarms have been received and practically all distributed 
along the pole line*
Engineering One man working on Madison Boiler installation. One man working
Department on new motor drive for ground wood stock pumps at Millinocket.
Balance of crew on North Twin work.
Physical inventory at Madison Saturday* Sept* 29th| at Millinocket 
to-day, Oct. 1st and at East Millinocket to-morrow, Oct. 2nd.
Miscellaneous J. Leonard, Bangor Hydro-Electric Engineer visited North
Twin job Monday, Sept. 24th.
H. R. Karcher of Babcock & Wilcox Co* called Thursday, Sept* 27th. 
Mr. Hartley of Dutch Boy Lead Co. called Sept* 27th*
K. G. Macaulay, boiler inspector, called Friday, Sept* 28th.
B. C. Wiard visited Saturday, Sept* 29th.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY 
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8 A.M. 17> 19 34 FRO. Engineering Deportment letter no.
SUBJECT DETAIL
^ter Storage tin ri ram Capacity of Ripogeaua and North Twin - 45,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Sept. 24th, 19331 " - 33,867 " ■ "
• " " Total including Snail londe - 34,142 " “ *
10 Tr. Arg. (Sept. 24th) Ripogenua and North Mn ■ 31,045 • " "
Sept. 24th, 1934i Ripogonua Slow. 926.25 Storage 10,863 Nil, Cu. Ft.
North Twin " 488.70 " 11.083 " " ■- Rlpogenus and Hearth Twin ” 21,946 ” "
Sept* 22nd, 19341 Small Bonde (Seboomook) * ..2.640 " * , w
» if
Total Penobscot Storage . 24,586 * w w
Sept. 18th, 1933i • Kenneboo " 17,222 • " "
" 17th, 1934i * * • 17,764 • • •
.mataix tor rarer v.wixy-xnree ^ys ox ^opxemoor ax oxpogenus is 
reported as being 2.72"j at Millinocket 3*45* has been recorded*
Morth Mn nd* 
Job 1296
ael&!sing steam shovel owned by the State Highway to-day, Sept* 24th# 
A few places yet to gravel where the road lias been widened with coal ashes
3rd. Roon Jtoal
Ranh - Job 1298
Twenty-five (25) window sash installed on east side of Grinder 
Roos roof, and about glased*
Sheelian Hope 





Ona big sheave installed on £2 mchine
four big sheaves are in the rough ready for finishing*
Celotax and roofing felt is in place on all exoopt about 17 squares, 
and a good start indo on the copper flashing*
Cm skylight will bo glased by to-ni^xt and another completely 
framed reedy for the glass*
Person Jordan
Job 2166
Emerson jordan has been installed on its foundation and it is now 
in service* Excitation io now being taken fren a temporary source* 




A portion of the fishway lumber has been received, unloaded, and 





r Poured mils for unit #3 Wednesday, Sept* 19th* The steel bell lias
been welded together and lowered dam over the cono* Iha steel nosings 
have been scribed to fit and the boll is very nearly in its final position 
Poured wall between units ^1 and ^2 Saturday, Sept* 22nd and lowered 
the bell down onto blocking for ^2 unit to-day, Sept* 24th* 
Poured oouth wall of #1 unit Sum.ay, Sept* 23rd* 
Stopehaonere working on the last 3 gate passageways.





Bell mouth piece for Ko* 2 unit welded and lowered to approximate 
position* Sotting up bell mouth for Ko* 1 unit preparatory to welding*
All three shovels working on tail race* The two yard shovelsJob 416 excavating and the 3/4 Yd* disposing* Five trucks now being used on 
disposal*
At the bridge pier two pockets have been concreted, one on each side 
of the pier* Driving shooting and excavating additional pockets.
Met. (Over)
DATE MAILED Sept* 24, 1934 s,aNED Engineer
FORM 17
Transmission Ulna No additional clearing during the wok9 but about 6 acres wro burned, 
Job 416 making a total of 20 acres burned.
A good start has boon rude on the erection of the poles. The 
double polos have boon gained and stood up from the high knoll on 
the North bank9 up to the hand of cuakiah. Gross-arms received at 
rlllinocket to-day 9 Sept. 24th. r
foundation forms completed 9 but cannot be poured until electric­
ians finish putting in their conduits.
Engineering One man out all wok on vacation. One mn working on Madiaon
Department boiler installation9 and balance of crow on North Mn Job.
Miscellaneous H. J. Deutschbein left for New York Tuesday, Sept. 18th.
H. W. Chase to Madison Ved«9 Sept. 19th.
J. M. jade visited Thursday and Friday Sept. 20th and 21st 
respectively.
Messrs. Fierce and Loen of Link-Belt Co. visited lhursday9
Sept. 20th.
Carl Hughes called to-day9 Sept. 24th.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
for week beginning 8 A.M. sept. 10, ’34 FROM Engineer!ng Department letter no. 3g
SUBJECT ■ DETAIL 4-
Wter Storage Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin • 45,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Sept* 17th, 1933i * " * * 34,966 * * *
« * * Total including Small Ponds • 35,241 * * *
10 Yr. Avg. (Sept. 17th) Ripogenus & North Twin - 31,536 " * *
Sept. 17th, 1934: Ripogenus Slav. 927.24 Storage 11,741 Mil. Cu. Ft. 
Morth Twin • 489.10 * 11,369 • » "
Ripogenus and North Twin * 23,101 " " "
Sept. 15th, 1934: Snail Fonde (Seboomook) * 2.420 " " "
Total Penobscot Storage 25,521 * * *
*
Sept. 11th, 1933: Total Kennebec Storage ' 18,863 " " "
" 10th, 1934: ■ " " 18,762 • ■ «
Rainfall for first sixteen days of September at Ripogenus io 
reported as being 1.16 inched} at Millinocket 1.68* has been recorded. 
Raining to-day.
North Twin Roac 
Job 1296
L About 3.6 miles of road has been surfaced with gravel.
Grd. Room Steel Steel sash received, and new being painted before installation isSash * Job 1291 started.
Sheehan Rope 
Carrier - Job 
1299
4 +
Foundry casting the big dryer sheaves.
■r ar
finishing Room 
Roof * Job 216(
Emerson Jordan 
Job 2166
Hoof of Machine Foreman’s office now concreted and forms removed.
) This completes the concrete slab.
Hahnel Oo.’a roofing crew started waterproofing Tuesday, Sept. 
11th, and this morning have the celotex and paper on about 1/3 of the 
total area.
Mr. Miller, Van Noorden skylight erector arrived on the job this 
morning, Sept. 17th.
Poured concrete foundation for the new jordan Saturday, Sept. 15th. 
Stripping forms and preparing to move jordan onto it to-day, Sept. 17th.
Fishwy * Jbb 
2170





»r Concreted mat and cone for No. 1
Building forms for outside walls 
also for the pier wall between #2 and 
Wedging and splitting 2 feet off 
hammers enlarging gate passagways.
Crew on day shift to-day, Sept. ] 
average about 132 men or total of 295
unit on Friday, Sept. 14th.
and middle pier for #3 unit;
#3 units.
of the old fishway wall. Stope-





Gasoline driven electric welder received Monday, Sept. 10th.
Bell mouth piece for #3 unit will be welded together by to-night, 
Sept. 17th.
Diet. RVW (Over)
DATE MAILED Sept. 17th, 1934
SIGNED Engineer.
FORM 17
Ihil Race Canal 
Job 415
Transmission




Spruce Wood 3/4 Id* Dieeel operated shovel received at dam 
Tuesday, Sept* 11th, and is used loading trucks so that the two 
big shovels can stay in the canal proper*
At the bridge pier, steel sheeting has been driven for two 
more pockets (one on each side) and excavation within is pretty 
well down to ledge.
About 28 acres of the right-of-way has been cleared and about 
14 acres burned at this writing*
Most of the poles have been distributed along the right- 
of-way.
Oil switches for the Millinocket sub-station have been 
received at the mill* ^arrns for the foundation of same are about 
completed*
One man out all week, and another out 4 days on vacation*
One man working on Madison Boiler Installation and balance 
of crew on North Twin Job*
Completed 20 weeks of 44 hours. Started working 40 hours 
week again this morning, Sept* 17th, so as to give code require­
ments*
H. G. Brinaherhoff of H. G. Brincherhoff Company called 
Tuesday, Sept* 11th.
William Hilton and C* Hooper visited Wednesday, Sept* 12th*
John McLeod called Wednesday, Sept* 12th.
Mr. Stuart of New England Telephone & Telegraph Co. visited 
Thursday, Sept* 13th*
H. J. Deutschbein arrived JMday, Sept* 14th and is staying 
on the North Twin job for a few days*
Carl Hughes visited to-day, Sept* 17th.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. Sept* 4, 19 34fROM Engineering Department LETTER NO. 37
SUBJECT DETAIL
Wter Storage Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin - 45,000 Mil* Cu* Ft*
Sept* 10th, 1933s M * - 35,866 * - *
* * * Total including Small Ponde - 37,003 * * *
10 Yr. Avg. (Sept* 10th) Ripogenus & North Twin - 32,450 ” ” *
Sept. 10th, 1934i Ripogenus Kier. 929.32 Storage 13,646 Mil. Cu. Ft. 
North Twin " 489.05 * 11,325 " " ■* Ripogenus & North Twin * 24,971 Mil* Cu* Ft*
Sept. 8th, 1934, Small Ponds " 8,025 ■ " »
Total Penobscot Storage 26,996 * * *
- Sept. 4th, 1933, * Kennebec " 20,385 • • •
* ’ 3th, 1934t * " " 19,789 " " "
•
Rainfall for first nine days of September at Ripogenus is reported 
as being 0.62*j at Millinocket, 1.35**
North IWin Roa 
Job 1296




* + l *
Putty received but steel ash has not arrived.
Sheehan Rope 
Carrier - Job 
1299
Tbo of the large dryer sheaves have been made* Modifying pattern 




Main roof slab all concreted and forms removed* Installing new 
sprinkler system and new lighting system*
Two skyligit curbs are all ready for the skylights, the third one 
is ready for the top curb angle, and the forms are being built for the 
fourth and last one*
Roofing and Skylight contractors have been notified that the roof 





Job 2166 Job inactive.
North Twin Po^ 
war House
Job 413
i Excavation for the power house completed.
Friday, Sept* 7th, poured the mat and cone (up to within about 
4 Ft* of top) for No* 3 unit* Moved the cone form to No* 2 unit 
Sunday, Sept* 9th, and concreting same to-day, Sept* 10th*
Building wall and pier forms for the No* 3 unit.
Stopehammers working in gateways #3, #5 and ^*
Drilling and wedging to remove about 2 feet of the outer face 
of old fishway wall.




Awaiting arrival of welding machine. Expected to-night.
Diet. RVW (Over)
DATE MAILED s®Pt. 10. 1934 6 Enginwr
W7FORM 17
Thil Race Canal Wing coffer dam from power house coffer td the island is completed 
Job 415 Both shovels working in canal* Three large trucks hauling dis*
posal away.
Atthe bridge pier, - test hole on the south side is down to 
ledge. „A good start made on the sinking of a test.hole on the north 
side of„pier.
Itansmission About 27 acres of the right-of-way have been cleared, and about
Line * Job ten acres burned at this writing.
416 Poles are being distributed to their approximate positions.
Excavation for Millinocket sub-station is completed and formwork 
started for the concrete foundation.
Engineering One man out on vacation for first three days of week.
Department One man working on Madison boiler installation. Balance of
crew on North Twin $ob.
Miscellaneous Mr. R. D. Ke 11 egrew of the Ingersoll-Rand Co. visited Sept. 5th
checking up on tool breakage.
A. E. Smith of Bernitz Furnace Appliance Corp, visited the 
latter part of the week, Sept. 5th, 6th and 7th.
Ashton E. Gurley visited Thursday, Sept. 6th.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNINCs b a. m. Augugt 27, 1B4 FROM Engineering Department letter no. 36
SUBJECT DETAIL *
Water Storage Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin - 45t000 Mil* Cu* Ft*Sept* 4th, 1933s * * " * - 35,846 " « -
* * * Total including Small Ponds • 38,569 H *
10 Yr. Avg. (Sept. 4th) Ripogenus 4 North Twin - 33,252 • • •
Sept* 4th, 1934t Ripogenus Elev. 930.40 Storage 14,669 Mil* Cu* Ft* 
North Twin * 489.10 * * 11,360 w " **
Rlpogenuo and North Twin • 26,029 "
Sept. 1st, 1934. Small Ponds " 2,420 * * *
Total Penobscot Storage 28,449 Mil. Cu. Ft.
* Aug. 28th, 19331 * Kennebao "■ • 21,389 " " *
" 27th, 1934. - " 21,231 " " "
Rainfall for the month of August was reported as being 3.08" at 




North Twin Roa 
Job 1296
Pipe covering all installed and job is now completed.





Section of roof next to the machine room all concreted. Section 
of roof next to the train shed a little better than one-half concreted* 
Two of the four skylight curbs concreted and are ready for the top 
angle to be installed*




s Turbine in operation.
Automatic feature for emergency lights not yet installed.
Emerson Jordan 
Job 2166 Job inactive*
North Tain Pow 
Job 413
er Excavation for the power house building, within the coffer dam,
is practically completed.
Formwork has been started. Pedestal piers for the draft tube 
cone forms, were concreted for #3 unit Sunday, Sept. 2nd. Similar 
piers for #2 unit will be poured to-day, Sept. 4th.
Three Stope Hammers working on the gateway enlargements.
Installing a new pipe line for feed water supply to the boilers. 
Th king supply from above the dam, as its present source in the tail 
race canal, will be practically dry by next week*






Draft tube cones have been received from I* P. Morris Co*
Siting crane has been received also*
Wing cofferdam from the power house coffer to the island is 
completed except for the concrete seal, which will probably be poured 
next Sunday when the water is shut-off.
Botb steam shovels working in the canal* Spruce V/ood shipping 
•their Diesel powered^ Yd. shovel, which will be used to load trucks 
with the canal disposal*
Diet. RVW (Over)
DATE MAILED Sept* 4, 1934






* * * f
Miscellaneous
Coffer dam around railroad pier is now tight. A test hole about 
5 feet square has been put down to ledge within the coffer dam.
About 25 acres cleared and 7 acres burned*
transmission poles all received and are now being distributed 
along the line*
One man out all week, and another one out a half week on 
vacation. One man working on Madison Boiler installation and 
balance of crew on North Twin job*
Physical inventory of all three mills was made the last two 
days of the week.
Mr* K. G. l&caulay, boiler inspector, visited Friday, Aug*
31st.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING>8A M- Aug. 20th, ,934 FROM Engineering Department ^ttehno. 35
SUBJECT DETAIL
water Storage Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin - 45,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
August 27th, 1933» r « • » _ 35,258 " " "
" " " Total including Small Ponds - 40,697 " “ •
10 Yr. Avg. (Aug. 27th) Ripogenus and North Twin - 34,284 " " "
Aug. 27, 1934i Ripogenus Elev. 931.85 Storage - 16,095 " " *
North Twin " 489.95 " 11,955 " " "
Ripogenus and North Twin ” 28,050 « « «
Aug. 25,1934« Small Ponds w 2.640 "____ "___ *
Total Penobscot Storage 30,690 * * M
Aug. 21, 1933i w Kennebec w 22,240 " • «
” 20, 19341 * * w 22,890 * " *
*
Rain Dall for first 26 days of August at Ripogenus is reported as 
being 2.40 inches} at Millinocket, 1.61“ has been recorded.
Battery Ghargir 





Sys. - Job 
1293
r 4
Awaiting some pipe covering.
N.T. Road
Job 1296
Surface of the road has 
Somerset Street.




Section of roof next to the machine room all concreted and forms 
for the skylight curbs completed. Pouring one of the curbs to-day.
About 1,100 square feet of roof concreted on the side next to the 
Train Shed.




Turbine in operation. Waiting for some special springs before 
attempting to hook-up the automatic lighting feature.
Emerson Jordan 
Job 2166 Job inactive.
North Twin Powe
House - Job 413
p Excavation within the coffer dam has continued and about 85/ of
the area is down to grade.
Enlarging gate passages with stope hammers.
Building forms in panels.
Receiving and unlaoding materials of all kinds.
Tail Race Canal 
Job 415
One steam shovel digging along the south shore all week. The 
other steam shovel with drag line equipment dug in the canal, immediately 
in front of the power house site, the first half of the week. The last 
half of the week it worked on the wing cofferdam from the island to the 
power house coffer. Placing wood sheeting and steel piling on this 
wing coffer.
Cofferdam around the railroad pier has been pumped down and the first 
box built.
Diet. RW (Over)
DATE MAILED August 27, 1934
SIGNED ■ i UM C'— E ngine er
Transmission Lins The right-of-way has been cleared down to Ward* s Cove this
Job 416 morning, August 27th. This represents about 24 acres*
Carload of the transmission line poles received and they are of 
- excellent quality*
Excavating for foundation at Millinocket sub-station.
Engineering Three men out all week on vacation* One man working on Madison
Department Boiler job and balance of crew on the North Twin Job*
Issued job record and requisitions for East Millinocket fishway 
f repairs*
Issued requisitions for material required on job 1285 — Additional 
Fire Protection at Millinocket*
Miscellaneous W* 0. McKay visited Penobscot Mills Tuesday 4 Wednesday
August 21st and 22nd respectively*
F. R. West to Madison Wednesday, Aug* 22nd and returned
Friday, August 24th.
F. C. Bowler and J. W. Tower to Madison Thursday, Aug* 23rd 
and returned Saturday, Aug* 25th*
H. J. Deutschbein arrived Saturday, Aug* 25th, — visiting
North Twin Job*
Messrs Watson and Stuart of New England Telephone & Telegraph 
Company visiting to-day, Aug* 27th.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY 
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8A M- August 13th, 1934^ Engineering Department letter no. 34
SUBJECT DETAIL.
Shter Storage Ifaxlnm Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin - 45,000 Mil. Ou. Ft. 
August 20th, 19331 " " • * 35,012 " ■ *
" " " Total including Snail Ponds - 43,448 " • "
10 Yr. Avg. (Aug. 20th) Ripogenus 4 North Twin - 35,231 ■ ■ "
Aug. 20, 1934> Ripogenus Elev. 933.15 Storage 17,421 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin • 490.30 " 12,200 " " "
»
Ripogenus 4 North Twin " 29,621 “ " •
Aug. 18, 19341 Small Ponds " 2,640 » " "
Total Penobscot Storage - 32,261 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Aug. 14, 1933i Total Kennebec Storage 24,092 H * *
13, 19341 « w * 24,929 * " *
iattery Ghargin; 
Equipment - Job 
1290
linking Uater












forth Twin Powei 
touse -Job
413
Ml Race Canal 
Job 415
Rainfall for first 19 days of August at Ripogenus is reported as 
being 2.40 inches} at Millinocket, 1,32 inches has been recorded.
; Job completed except for a little concrete and blox-on-end flooring
around the new battery charging set.
'■ ■ ■ '
Job completed except for a little pipe covering.
The gravel top surface has been placed on about 2.3 miles starting 
from the Millinocket end.
The section of roof next to the machine room is all concreted.
This area comprises one-half of the job.
Building forms for the two skylight curbs on this section of roof.
Moving platforms and forms to the other half of roof.
Turbine in operation, but the automatic switching device, which 
is supposed to pick up the lights in advent of a hydro-electric shut­
down, is not connected yet.
Job inactive except for electrical work.
‘ Good progress was made in the excavation within the coffer dam
during the past week. A sizable hole is now down to grade.
Removed old gate hoist and stands from the 9 gates in front of 
the Power House and storing until wanted.
Enlarging gate passages with stope hammers.
Setting up another boiler and covering steam pipes with asbestos.
Diversion canal in use. There is still a high ridge of hardpan 
at the entrance that will have to be removed with a steam shovel next 
Sunday.
Both steam shovels are working in the tail race to-day. The 
shovel with the drag line equipment is working just below the power 
house coffer. The other shovel is working about 100 yards above the 
railroad.
Pumping cofferdam around the railroad pier. Leaks badly and 
driving a second line of sheeting inside the coffer.
Diet. Ww (over)
- SIGNED y.__ A
| August 4u, 1934 — Engineer
FORM 17
Transmission Line About eighteen (18) acres have been cleared at this writing.
Job 416 No further burning.
Engineering Tso men out all week on vacation and a third out for 1/2
Department a week*
One man working on Madison Boiler job, and rest of crew on
* ’ * the North Twin job* .
Miscellaneous F. T. Dolbeare visited Thursday and Friday, Aug* 16th and 17th*
Mr. Swaney, Nash Pwqp Representative! called Friday, Aug* 17th*
. , , H* S. Ferguson and W. Tower arrived Friday evening, Aug* 17th*
H. S. Ferguson examined Dolby and North Twin Dams, and left for 
New York Sunday, Aug* 19th*
Started piling wood at Millinocket this morning*
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNINCs s a. m. August 6, 19 34from Engineering Department letter no. 33
SUBJECT - DETAIL
Water Storage Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin - 45,000 Mil* Cu. Ft. August 13, 1933t " * * * 36,729 * * *
* " " Total including Small Ponds - 45,987 * * *
10 Yr. Avg. (Aug. 13th) Ripogenus & North Twin - 36,038 * * *
August 13, 1934» Ripogenus Elev. 935.03 Storage 19,388 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin * 489.85 * 11.885 * * *
Ripogenus & North Twin Storage 31,273 * 4 n
August 11, 1934t Small Ponds 2,760 * " *
if
- Total Penobscot Storage 34,033 Mil. Cu. Ft.
August 8, 1933 * Kennebec Storage 25,985 * * *
* 6, 1934 * ' * " 26,271 * * *
Rainfall for the first twelve days of August at Ripogenus is 




Now battery charging set,installed and in operation. There remains 







All the fountains are in service and the job is about completed.
d State Highway gasoline driven shovel is being used by the mill
crew.
About one mile of the road has been covered with a light application 
of gravel.
Dry Pipe Valve 
Dig. Chip Lofl 
Job 1297




i The third of the roof next to the machine room will be one-half
concreted by to-night, Aug. 13th.
Forms have been stripped from six bays of the roof.
Bleeder Turbii 
Repairs - Job 
2165
ie Completed assembly of parts Saturday and the steam turned on to
warm the machine up over the week end. This morning the machine has 
been run for adjustments. Expect to put turbine on the line sometime 
during the late afternoon or early evening.
Emerson Jordai 
Job 2166




/er Coffer Dam is pumped down low and several crews are drilling and
blasting the old ledge. Both of the big steel derricks removing the 
waste rock to trucks.
Drilling old concrete so as to enlarge openings at gateways.
Dragging bark on the upstream side of the dam so that information 
may be procured for the rack bar supporting steel.
Diet. RVW (Over)
DATE MAILED August 13, 1934 SI a N E D V— L .
■ ___________ Saginefir___
Tail Race Canal Diversion canal is about ready to be broken thru — probably to- 
Job 415 morrow a start will be made on letting water into the canal* Both
steam shovels worked all week on this excavation*
timber crib coffer dam around the railroad pier is all laid up 
and is now being loaded with rocks and dirt* Setting up pumps 
preparatory to start pumping this coffer dam*
Transmission About fifteen (15) acres have been cleared at this writing*
Line - Job Four (4) acres have been burned*
416
Engineering One man out all week on vacation* One man working on Madison
Department boiler installation* One man working on Sheehan sheave installation 
for old machines at Millinocket* Balance of crew on North Twin job* 
Issued two job records*
Miscellaneous P* C* Newbegin, Chief Engineer of B* & A* Railroad, visited
Monday, August 6th*
Mr* Passmore of Walworth Co* visited Wednesday, August 8th*
George Ferguson, Jr*, visited office Friday, August 10th*
Mr* Leonard of Gardner-Denver Company at North Twin Dam
August 13th demonstrating G-D rock drill*
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER





















Da.il Race Canal 
Job 415
Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin * 45,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
August 6th, 1933t * w « M - 38,885 * “ «
August 6th, 19331 Total including Small Ponds * 48,551 « * "
10 Yr. Avg. (Aug. 6th) Ripogenus & North Twin - 36,991 " * w
August 6th, 1934s Ripogenus Elev. 935.80 Storage 20,219 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin * 489.65 ’ * 11,745 * " "
Ripogenus aid North Twin " 31,964 " " "
August 4th, 19341 • Small Ponds " 3,554 " • •
Total Penobscot Storage 35,518 Mil. Cu. Ft.
August 1st, 1933 s * Kennebec " 26,682 « « *
July 30th, 1934i " * * 27,108 * * *
Rainfall for first five days of August at Ripogenus is reported as 
being 1.25 inchesj at Millinocket, 0.97” has been recorded.
5 Removed old battery charging set from its foundation. All new
material on hand.
Saws completed and job being closed.
Spruce Wood Department has been notified that the saws are 
ready for them to take.
Both drinking systems in service, but there is still some 
pipe to be covered.
Started ripping off old roof this morning, August 6th, and three 
roof bays will be concreted by to-night.
> Mr. Wilder back on job this morning and the turbine is now being
reassembled. Tie turbine will probably be ready to go on to the line 
one week from to-day.
Job inactive except for a little electrical work.
>r Coffer dam pumped down and part of the ledge exposed. Several
crews are now drilling into the ledge preparatory to blasting. Five 
pumps are now holding the water from gaining.
Drilling out concrete in gateways 5 and 6. Trying out an 
Ingersoll-Rand Stope Hammer on this work, which seems to give better 
results.
Preparing to erect a boom in front of the dam to drag away the 
bark ushers the rack supporting steel frame will go.
Loaded State Highway Shovel on flat car to be taken to Millinocket 
for Mr. Hume to try out in connection with graveling the road to North 
Twin.
Both steam shovels now working on the diversion canal. One shovel 
is widening out the canal, while the other is throwing the disposal out 
of the way with the drag line equipment.
Gave up washboring test at B. & A. Railroad pier. Started 
building timber coffer dam around this pier.
Diet. RO (Over)







About 11 acres cleared at this writing, of which about 4 acres 
has been burned.
One man working on Madison Boiler installation. One man on 
vacation this week. Three men three days on physical inventory 
of all three mills. Balance of crew on North Twin Job.
A. R. Caspar cal ed Wednesday, Aug. 1st.
George Ferguson of this department passed away Thursday evening. 
August 2nd, after a prolonged illness.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER






















Ihil Race Cana 
Job 415
Diet. BO (Ove?
Mr ri mum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin 45,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
July 30th, 1933t " ” " " 40,305 * w "
July 30th, 19331 Total including Small Ponds • 50,283 * * *
10 Yr. Avg. (July 30th) Ripogenus & North Twin - 37,793 * w *
July 30th, 1934i Ripogenus Elev. 936.40 Storage 20,879 * * "
North Twin * 490.05 " 12,025 " *
Ripogenus & North Twin " 32,904 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Small Ponds are being dumped
July 24th, 1933: Total Kennebec Storage 28,274 Mil. Cu. Ft.
* 23rd, 1934i * * * 28,246 " " *
Rainfall for month of July to date was reported as being 3.92** 
at Ripogenus? at Millinocket 2.56** was recorded.
g Temporary charging equipment in the Beater Room had to have some
more work done on it during the week, but is now ready for operation.
Third saw completed except for a sheet iron hood over the engine. 
Third saw trailer completed.
1 Fountains all set up. Piping completed except for Wood Room and
First Aid fountains. System for ihe South end of the mill which takes 
its supply from the artesian well, is ready to be turned on as soon 
as the pipe covering is finished.
Installation completed and piling wood with the conveyor this 
morning, July 30th.
} Job practically inactive.
► Job held up awaiting return of grid valve which was sent to the
factory for re fad ng.
No work started yet on the Jordan itself.
>r Coffer dam completed and started pumping Friday afternoon, July
27th, for the first time. Pumps could not gain on the water so most 
of Saturday and Sunday spent in plugging leaks. Pumps started up 
again this morning (5 pumps and a "blow** pipe).
Chipping out old concrete in gateways 5 and 6 with paving breakers. 
Building gravel storage bin and setting up the steam driven con* 
crete mixer.
The big 1000 foot Ingersoll-Rand air compressor has been set up 
and is now running.
Erecting 2nd steel guy derrick at North end of coffer dam.
121 men on payroll to-day •• about 45 to-night. This includes 
both jobs.
, One steam shovel has made a first cut on the diversion canal. It
is now ready to be widened out with the drag line equipment. Second 
shovel has worked practically all week at site of old coffer dam near
1 the old bridge piers. This old coffer was opened up so as to let the
July 30, 1934 L, Engineer
Tail Race Canal water thru. This shovel was taken across the river to the North side 
Continued Sunday, July 29th.
A crew working at the bridge pier sinking a wash boring test 
hole* ~
Transmission Line About 10 acres cleared at this writing* Started burning brush 
Job 416 to-day under the supervision of the fire warden of this district*
Engineering One man working on the Madison Boiler installation* Balance of
Department crew on North twin job. One man on vacation last week.
Miscellaneous Joseph McInnis, Ripogenus Gate Tender, visited Monday,
July 23rd*
L. A. Estes of Truscon Steel Co* called Wednesday, July 25th* 
Oscar Hahnel and Leo Cormier of Hahnel Brothers visited 
Wednesday, July 25th.
Roy Wagner of Oarlock Packing Co* called Thursday, July 26th* 
Ralph Williams of Hogan Corporation visited Friday, July 27th. 
H. J. Deutschbein arrived Saturday July 28th and is visiting 
North Twin job.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER





















Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin - 45,000 Mil. Cu. Ft<
July 23rd, 1933: M " - 41,648 ” H "
July 23rd, 1933: Total including Small Ponds - 51,607 M "
10 Ir* Avg. (July 23rd) Ripogenus and North Twin - 38,479 ” M ”
July 23rd, 1934: Ripogenus Elev. 936.03 Storage - 20,468 "
North Twin - 490.30 ” - 12.900 " * "
Ripogenus and North Twin H - 33,368 ”
July 21st, 1934: Small Ponds - 5,270 " H ”
Total Penobscot Storage - 38,638 " ’* "
July 17th, 1933: Total Kennebec Storage - 29,725 "July 16th, 1934: " - 30,296 “ " M
Rainfall for the first twenty-two days of July was reported as 
being 0.75” at Ri ogenusj at Millinocket, 1.00” was recorded.
Temporary charging equipment was set up in the Beater Room 
Sunday, July 22nd, and tested out.
Two saws completed - working on the third one. All three 
Trailer Sleds completed.
Piping completed except for some small connections to the 
fountains. Pipe covering received and started installing some this 
morning, July 23rd. (All but five of the fountains are set in place)
Steel work completely installed and riveted. Putting on a new 
cable today. Job can be closed very soon now.
Expect to start some concreting this week.
Installing temporary protection in case of rains when the roof 
is opened.
The three new diaphragms have been installed. It was 
found necessary to send the grid valve to the factory for a new 
facing so that the job will be held up by the end of the week, 
awaiting return of valve.
Electricians installing starting equipment. No foundation 
work started yet.
Sheeting, and coffer dam concrete seal practically completed.
Small steam^ shovel rented from the State, loading trucks with 
rock and gravel for coffer fill. This fill should be completed in 
another day or two.
Erecting second steel guy derrick at North end of coffer dam.
Building gravel storage bin.
Chipping out old concrete, with paving breakers, from gate 
openings two, three, and four.Ninety-four (94) men on payroll today - about thirty (30) to­
night. This includes both jobs.
July 23, 1934.
FORM 17
Tail Race Canal 
Job 415
Transmission




The two Bucyrus - Erie steam shovels have veen received 
The first arrived at North Twin, Monday, July 16th and is 
working on the South shore in the vicinity of the railroad pier. 
The second one arrived at Millinocket, Tuesday, July 17th and 
was taken down over the road, Friday, July 20th. This shovel is 
working on the North side of the river on the water diversion 
canal.
Drag-line equipment And bucket for one of the shovels was 
received at the dam yesterday July 22nd.
Mr. Macaulay inspected boilers on steam shovels, Wednesday 
July 18th.
Spruce Wood crew making good progress cleaning right-of-way 
for transmission line. They have cleared about six acres at this 
writing.
One man working on the Madison Boiler installation. Balance 
of crew working on North T in job.
Winn Willard of Link-Belt Company visited, Wednesday, July 18th
F. T. Dolbeare visited, Wednesday, July 18th.
Mr. Allen of Bremen - Dow Company called, Friday, July 20th.
Anton Haug visiting today, July 23rd.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING> 8 a. m. July 9th, »»34 from Engineering Department letter no. 29
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin • 45,000 Mil* Cu. Ft*
July 16th, 19331 • " " * “ 42,671 " “ "
July 16th, 1933t Total including Snail Pond. - 52,888 H " "
10 Yr. Arg., (July 16th) Ripogenus and North Twin-38,846 " " "
July 16th, 1934i Ripogenus Elev. 935.00 Storage 19,356 " " *
North Twin • 491.15 " 12.79g " " "
■ 1 Ripogenus & North Twin " 32,151 Mil* Cu* Ft*
Small Ponds - No Report
July 10th, 1933i Total Kennebec Storage 29,984 • « •
July 9th, 1934i " " * 31,300 * * *
Rainfall for the first fifteen days of July was reported as being 








Tro complete units, (saw 
the third unit*
and trailer) now completed. Working on
Drinking Sy st os 
Job 1293
i Drinking fountains received* Working on the pipe lines which are 
about 75% installed*
Piling Out Con­
veyors - Job 
2158
• Installing bottom cast iron curved platej also plank walkway and




No concrete work started yet.
The inside curb form for one skylight has been built in place, and 
a house protection built over the hole in the roof.
Bleeder Turbine 
Repairs - Job 
2165
Ihe turbine has been dismantled and one-half of the diaphragms 
have been installed in the top of the casing* Getting ready to install 
the bottom halves of the diaphragms*
Emerson Jordan 
Job 2166 Job inactive except for electricians*
North Thin Powe 
Job 413
r Sheeting for the power house coffer dam is about 85% placed and
a start was made yesterday, July 15th, on the pouring of the concrete 
seal for same*
Cutting old concrete at gates 2, 3 and 4 to enlarge to the 14-foot 
opening*
One of the old granite railroad piers have been demolished to the 
water line* The other one is about one-half demolished*
State Highway Commission* s shovel is located in the sand pit at 
Millinocket, and a fleet of trucks are hauling the sand to the dam*
The 1000 Cu* Ft. Ingersoll-Rand air compressor arrived on the 
job this morning, July 16th.
Transmission
Line - J.416
Spruce Wood crew of sixteen men clearing the right-of-way for the 
transmission line* About 3 acres have been cleared at this writing*
Engineering 
Department
Six men working on the North Twin Development drawings* One man 
working on Madison boiler drawings*Diet. RVW (Over)
DATE MAILED July 16, 1934 Engineer
FORM 17
Miscellaneous Harry Leathers and John Ross called Tuesday, July 10th, re 
Madison boiler job*
Frank Partsch of J* 0* Ross Engineering Co* called Tuesday,
* * July 10th*
Messrs* Whitcomb* McKay, and Hilton visited Penobscot Mills
Tuesday and Wednesday, July 10th and 11th respectively*
J. M* Wade visited Thursday, July 12th*'
L* 0* Bidetrup of Ingersoll-Rand Co* visited Thursday, July 12th.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FORM 17
Miscellaneous John McLeod called Tuesday, July 3rd.
H. S. Ferguson visited Friday, Saturday, Sunday, July 6th, 
. . 7th and 8th respectively.
Mr. Turner of Westinghouse Co. visited Friday, July 6th.
H. J. Deutschbein visited Saturday and Sunday, July 7th and 
8th respectively. • '
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER








Piling out com 
Job 2158
Finishing Room









Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin - 45,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
July 2nd, 1933i * n ” " - 44,390 - * *
• * 1934* Total including Small Ponds * 54,913 * * *
10 Yr. Avg. (July 2nd) Ripogenus and North Twin * 39,301 * * * 
July 2nd, 1934* Ripogenus Elew. 936.30 Storage 20,768 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin " 491.30 * 12*900 " " "
Ripogenus and North Twin * 33,668 Mil. Cu. Ft.
No report on Small Ponds
June 26th, 1933* * Total Kennebec Storage • 31,197 Mil. Cu. Ft.
• 25th, 1934s » * * - 31,610 " * "
Rainfall for the month of June was reported as being 4.54 inches 
at Ripogenus| at Millinocket, 4.67 inches was recorded.
One saw completed and a second one about one-half completed.
One trailer practically completed, - about two days work to finish.
The separator for the compressed air operated artesian well system, 
has been installed and insulated.
Drinking fountains not yet re ceived.
eyor Sheave protection at "B* tower and the steel t rough uptake are all 
bolted in place and riveting started.
Job inactive.
Electricians installing all preliminary work.
r Electric light system ready to be tried out to-night, July 2nd.
Spur track, from the main line to the power house site, is 
completed and in service.
Building water tank on tower for the boiler feed water.
Crib coffer-dam has been sunk to the river bottom and is now 
ready for the sheeting. Bulkheads for the gate entrances are being made 
and lowered into place to-day, July 2nd.
Brush cleared on North shore and atartod excavating for diversion 
canal.
Brush cleared on South shore and excavating a test pit in the 
canal with a clam shell bucket.
Started night shift Tuesday, June 26th.
139 men on the day shift payroll to-day, July 2nd.
25 * * " night * - " * 2nd.
Five men working on North Twin Power Development drawings. One 
man working on Madison Boiler installation. Three men on physical 
inventory of all three mills to-day, July 2nd.
F. R. West to Madison Wednesday and Ihursday, June 27th and 28th 
re survey of boiler house.




July 2nd, 1934 ’——-Engineer
FORM 17
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER





Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin - 45,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
June 25th, 19331 * " " * 43,962 " * *
* * " Total including Small Ponds - 54,446 * i! *
10 Yr. Avg. (June 25th) Ripogenus and North Twin - 39,429 * ” M
June 25th, 1934i Ripogenus Sier. 936.52 Storage 21,012 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Tain " 491.75 " 13,215 " " *
Ripogenus 4 North Twin " 34,227 " " "
June 23rd, 1934« Small Ponds " 9,649 " " *
Total Penobscot Storage 43,876 Mil. Cu. It.
June 19th, 1933t " Kennebec " 30,152 " " "
" 18th, 19341 " • " 31,552 • • •
at RipogenusRainfaJJ/for the first 24 days of June was reported as being 3.70 
inchesj at Millinocket, 4.63 inches was recorded.
Portable Saws 
Job 1292
First saw unit is completed and work has been started on the 
second unit.





Pipe main laid under ground for the connection from the Hbwn 
supply.
Piling Out Co 
Changes - Job 
2158
n. Sheave protection at "B* tower erected and the new steel uptake
is in place except for the first three bottom sections.
Un. Room Roof 
Job 2160 Very little work done since last week.
Smooth Press #3 
Machine - Job 
2162
Installation completed and job will be closed promptly.
Emerson Jordan 




r Started fire in one of the big boilers to-day to test it out.
Thirty K.W. steam driven exciter set received from Madison and set up 
as a lighting unit. Electricians running wires for same.
Spur track to job site all laid, brou^it up to grade, and ballast 
being placed.
Framing coffer dam. The first two courses for the arm coffer dam 
is assembled and in the water. Framing downstream coffer.
Clearing woods adjacent to job of all dried brush and blown-down 
trees, because of fire hazard.
One hundred fifty-four men on the payroll to-day, June 25th.
Engineering
Department
Six men working on North Twin Power Development drawings. Working 
on Madison boiler installation drawings. Issued job record for hoods 
over #9 and #10 paper machines. Completed profile survey of transmission 
line, North Twin to Millinocket.
Diet. RVW (Over)
DATE MAILED June 25, 1934
SIGNED X-4 ✓—< Engineer.
FORM 17
Miscellaneous K. G. Macaulay, Inspector for the Employer's Liability 
Assurance Corp., Limited, inspected construction boilers at 
North Twin job Tuesday, June 19th.
Mr* Brooks of Brooks Brick Co* visited Tuesday, June 19th« 
Mr* Hall of Grinnell Co*, visited Wednesday, June 20th* 
F. C* Bowler visited Boston office Friday, June 22nd*
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 a m June 11th, 19 34 FHOM Engineering Department letter no. 25
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin * 45,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Juno 18th, 1933i " * " ' " - 44,245 • * • 
June 18th, 1933> Total including Small Ponds - 54,593 " " " 
10 Tr. Arg. (June 18th) Ripogenus * Morth Twin • 39,491 " " "
•Funo xoxn, xwoei nipogenus 
North Tvin
xuxev. vao.ov evora^ «x,xux mxx. uu.
" 491.25 • 12.845 • " •
Ripogenus A Merth Twin , • 33,966 " ■ ■
June 16th, 1934 Small Fends " 9.727 , " " * .
Total Available Storage 43,693 Mil. Cu. Ft.
June 12th, 1933> Kennebec « 31,207 " " "
• 11th, 1934i ■ * w 31,633 " • •
•
Rainfall for first seventeen days of June was reported as being 




or First saw is practically completed.
Motor for second saw is all overhauled and ready to be mounted.
Drinking Systen . 1 ■ i \ .1
for Mill 
Job 1293




Steel plate protection of sheave on "B" tower erected and 
bolted together.
Demolishing old wooden uptake.
Fin. Room Roof 
Job 2160
Working on forms.




Variable speed drive hooked up to 
and started up this morning.





All turbine parts now received.
Emerson Jordan 
Job 2166
Moved two sewer pipes yesterday, to make room for Jordan 
installation.




ir Grading the ri^it-of-way for the spur track. B. 4 A. foreman on
job supervising installation of switch.
East Millinocket derrick installed at south end of dam and in 
service. Erecting stiff-leg derrick to unload material from spur track.
Putting old steam boilers in shape, ready for boiler inspector 
tomorrow, JunelTth. Stack for same received to-day.
Diver clearing bottom of river bed (moving boulders) at site of 
coffer dam.
Erecting temporary buildings.
One hundred twenty-six (126) men on the payroll to-day, June 18th.
Diet. RVW ■ ■ r (Over)
* SIGNED
June 18, 1934 Engineer
FORM 17
Engineering De*  Jiva man working on North Twin Power Development drawings*
* Miscellaneous George Ordway,- Barrett Boot Inspector, called June 21th*
Messrs* Leathers and Idel of B* & W. Co* visited Wednesday, 
Juno 13th*
Carl Hughes of Bangor visited Wednesday, June 13th and 
to-day, June 18th*
partment Working on Madison Boiler instil1ntion„ Completed layout for 
drinking water system for Mlllinooket mill and issued requisitions 
and job record*  Completed drawing of Sheehan sheaves for old 
machines*  Issued job records for new time clock equipment at 
Millinocket and East Mlllinooket mi l l a» > “■ , ■ j ;■ ■ ♦ 1 »■
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
for week beginning s a. m. June 4th, 19 34 FHOM Engineering Department letter no. 24
SUBJECT DETAIL
Wat or Storage Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin - 45,000 Mil. Cu* Ft.
June 11th, 1933i " * • • * * 44,604 * * * 
June 11, 1933i Total including Small Ponds - 54,946 " * * 
10 Yr. Avg. (June 11 th) - Ripogenus & North Twin - 39,103 " * *
- June Uth, 1934» Ripogenus Elev. 937.65 Storage 22,286 Mil. Cu. Ft* 
North Twin * 488.90 " 11,221 " " *
Ripogenus & North Tvin " 33,507 Mil. Cu* Ft*
Small Ponds No Report Received
June 5th, 19331 Total Kennebec Storage 30,776 Mil* Cu* Ft*
• 4 th, 1934t " " " 31,572 " " “
Rainflail for first ten days of June was reported as being 1*10 




First saw now being assembled in the shop and should be completed 
by the latter part of this week.
The new radiators, and Timken bearings have been received*
Piling Out Con* 
veyor Changes
Job 2158
• Crew started on "B* tower to-day, to install the steel protection




Building forms in panels and placing approximately in position. 
Chipping top course of brick wall to elevation of new slab. 




Variable speed drive received and moved onto its foundation. 
This drive will be lined and leveled during the week, so that it may 
connected to the machine next Sunday.
Emerson Jordan 
Job 2166
Electricians starting their preliminary work* 
Installation layout completed and piping ordered*
North Twin Pew 
House -Job 
413
ir Grading the right-of-way for the spur track from the main line to
the dam. Building dynamite house, oil house and blacksmith shop. 
Setting up two old loco-type boilers that came out of the F. W. Ayer 
steamboat. Setting up the East Millinocket derrick on the south end 
of the dam — the mast is in place to-night.
Diver investigating bottom of river bed at site of coffer dam* 
A few boulders removed*
Digging test holes — 3 along shores of tail race canal, and one 
right in the canal, so as to more accurately determine the nature of 
the material to be removed*
Coffer dam timbers and bulkhead timbers received and being unloaded. 
Ninety-eight (98) men on payroll to-day, June 11th.
Engineering 
Department
Four men working on North Twin Power Development drawings* Making 
study of Madison boiler installation and issued job record covering one 
boiler* Working on drinking water system for the Millinocket Mill* 
Checked drawing of hoods for No* 9 and No. 10 paper machines and write 
for quotations. Made sketch of knotter screen plate. Started layout 
for Sheehan carriers on old machines. Worked up physical inventory 
figures.
Diet. RVW (Over)
DATE MAILED June 11, 1934 £ Knginaar.
FORM 17
Miscellaneous F. L, Deliver of Charles Bruning Co. called Wednesday, June 6th.
A. C. Stanley of Sanders Eng. Co., visited North Twin job
. Thursday, June 7th.
- Messrs. Bowler and Salle to Bangor, Hampden and Orland on
. Thursday, June 7th. . . *
J. E. Waterhouse visited this morning, June Hth, and Messrs. 
Hume and Bowler accompanied him to Woodland.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER












Train Shed Ext 
Job 2163





Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin - 45,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Juns 4th, 1933i * * " * 44,757 " • "
* * " Total Including Snail Ponds - 55,214 " " “
10 Yr. Avg. (June 4th) Ripogenus and North Twin - 38,569 " « "
June 4th, 1934i Ripogenus Eler. 939.36 Storage 24,273 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twih " 488.20 " 10.738 " " «
Ripogenus and North Twin " 35,011 " s’
June 2nd, 1934» Small Ponds w 9.113 " M w
Total Penobscot Storage 44,124 * • *
May 29th, 1933t Total Kennebec Storage 31,713 ” * "
May 28th, 1934i « « « No R0pOrt
No rain since May 22nd. Woods terribly dry and bad forest fires 
since Tuesday, May 29th.
One engine overhauled and ready for use.
Shop work not started as second-hand equipment does not come 
together well at all.
Getting out lumber to-day to build roof forms.
Starting to chip top courses of brick wall to elevation of new slab 
Electricians are installing conduit and wires for the new lighting 
system.
waiting for arrival of smooth press variable speed drive from 
Rice-Barton & Fales.
, Waterproofing of roof slab completed. Job completed except for
concrete floor on the platform.
»r Right-of-way for spur track from the main line to the dam has
been cleared, and grading (cut and fill) has been started. Building 
rafts, unloading and setting up plant. Testing and overhauling old 
boilers preparatory to hauling to site.
Three men working on North Twin Development drawings and a fourth 
one working with the electeical department onthe location for the trans­
mission line. Making study of Madison boiler installation. Made lay­
out for Emerson Jordan on No. 4 machine at East Millinocket.
Three men on physical inventory of all three mills.
W. R. Bell of Ingersoll-Rand Co. visited Tuesday, May 29th.
Harry Leathers of Babcock & Wilcox Co. visited Tuesday, May 29th.
L. V. Knight of Johns-Manville Co. visited Tuesday, May 29th.
H. J. Deutschbein visited Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, June 1st, 
2nd and 3rd respectively.
C. F.‘ Prentiss of R. B. Dunning Co., and Mr. Karli Doerr of Du 
Pont Co., visited Friday, Junelst.
John Ross visited to-day, June 4th.
E. E. Sanders and A. C. Stanley inspected site of tail race
canal Sunday, June 3rd.
Diet. RVW
DATE MAILED
SIGNED Z < VJune 4, 1934 —<__ Engineer.
FORM 17
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 a.m. May 21, 19 34 from Engineering Department letter no. 22
SUBJECT DETAIL
^ater Storage





















Ifarimim Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin - 45,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
May 28th, 19331 " • " " . - 44,761 » ■ •
■ » Total including Small Ponds - 54,986 " " "
10 Yr. Avg. (May 28th) Ripogenus and North Twin -- 37,734 " " "
May 28th, 1934i Ripogenus Kiev. 940.18 Storage - 25,253 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin " 488.30 " - 10.807 " " *
Ripogenus and North Twin " - 36,060 " ”
May 26th, 1934i Snail Ponds " - 9.976 « • •
Total Penobscot Storage 46,036 Mil. Cu. Ft.
May 22nd, 1933: Total Kennebec " 30,636 " * "
* 21st, 1934: * * * 31,014 * * *
Rainfall for fir st twenty sewn days of May was reported as being 
1.83" at Ripogenus) at Millinocket 1.53” was recorded.
Roofing and flashing entirely completed, 
n Good job.
p. Equipment for Southern Pine experiment is in place.
Drawings for design of small wet machine are completed and ready 
to be checked.
Working on the Ford Engines. One is practically overhauled.
No shop work started yet.
Preparations for the roof slab are being made. Gravel is being 
hauled, and staging and hoist erected on south end of building to 
handle materials.
Concrete foundation for the smooth press drive is completed and 
the floor patched around it.
• Applying waterproofing to concrete slab — will be completed by
to-night, May 28th.
H. J. Deutschbein crew started work Thursday, May 24th. Loading 
construction equipment at both mills for use at dam. Started cutting 
right-of-way for the spur track from the main line to the dam, this 
morning, May 28th.
Completed design of new steel gates for Ripogenus Dam. Made layout 
for driving fan pump on wrapper machine from a constant speed shaft 
instead of from variable speed. Completed drawings of small wet machine 
design. .Two men working on North Twin Development drawings, and a third wor^with the electrical department on a suitable location for 
the transmission line. Making studies for Madison boilers. Making 
layout for installation of Emerson Jordan on No. 4 paper machine.
Diet. RVW (Over)
DATE MAILED May 28, 1934 —Engineer
Miscellaneous F. R. West to Madison Monday, May 21st, re boiler job.
- S. H. French of Whitehead Metal Products Co., and Edward 
A Turner of The International Nickel Co., Inc., visited Tuesday, 
May22nd. , . .
Mesere. Bowler and Salle to Ripogenus, Greenville and 
Banger Wednesday andlhursday, May 23rd and 24th.
P. P. Barboy, H, J. Deutschbein local clerk, arrived at 
Millinocket Thursday, May 24th.
Mr. K. G. Macaulay, Inspector for the Employees Liability
. Assurance Corp., Limited, visited Friday, May 25th.
Mr. L. A. Dierks of the Saverman Dirt Handling Co., visited 
Saturday and Sunday May 26th and 27th, respectively.
J. M. Wade, General Electric Co., arrived to-day, May 28th.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER



























Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin - 45,000 Mil.Cu.Ft.
May 21rt, 1933i • " " " . - 44,818 " * "
* * Total including Small Pond. . - 54,966 " " "
10 Yr. Avg. (May 21at) Ripogenus 4 North Twin * - 37,019 • « "
Ifay 21st, 19341 Ripogenus Kiev. 940.60 Storage 25,764 Mil.Cu.Ft.
North Twin " 486.95 " 9.876 " " *
Ripogenus and North Twin Storage 35,640 Mil.Cu.Ft.
May 19th, 1934> Small Ponds " 9,736 " ■ "
Total Penobscot Storage 45,376 Mil.Cu.Ft.
May 15th, 1933: * Kennebec * 29,542 " * *
* 14th, 1934: * « w 29,885 * * "
Rainfall for first twenty days of May was reported as being 0.73” 
at Ripogenus$ at Millinocket 0.71” was recorded. No rain at all the 
past week, — getting pretty dry.
Machine is running.
Haug Refiner in operation.
Cork and felt installed on the entire roof. Final coat of pitch 
and gravel in place except for about a two-foot strip all around the 
roof. This will be placed as soon as the copper gravel stop is 
installed.
Flashing of monitors and fan houses to be started right away. 
Installed a new roof drain between the fan houses.
• Equipment for the southern pine experiment is all in place and ready
to operate as soon as the belts are installed.
Designing small experimental wet machine.
Structural steel frames for the saws were received from Megquier & 
Jones this morning. May 21st. All of the other material has been receivec 
except the lumber for the trailer sleds.
Work has been started on the overhauling of the engines -* quite a 
few parts missing.
We have not yet received copy of signed job record.
Hanging wooden stringers from the new steel work for the platform 
from which the forms may be erected. Platform to also serve as a tem­
porary protection to the floor while the roof is opened up.
New floor steel installed.
Fbrms installed, ready for the concrete.
Concrete slab poured and forms being removed to-day. Brick walls 
being washed down with acid, and stagings removed.
Designing new gates for Ripogenus Dam. Relocating drive of Wrapper 
Machine fan pump. Designing small experimental wet machine, Working 
on North Twin Development. Making studies of new boiler installation 
for Madison. Designing a steel cab for the White Trucks at Millinocket. 
Working on a now Millinocket Townsite map. Two men one day on townsite 
surveys at East Millinocket.
(Over)
DATEMA.LED J^y 1934 SIGNED V— Engineer
Miscellaneous F. C. Boiler left for Boston Monday night, May 14th, and returned
Thursday night. May 17th.
Mr. Crane, a State Engineer on fishways, visited Monday, May 14th
L. C. Havener of Baldwin-Duckworth Chain Corp., called Tuesday, 
May 15th.
Mr. Hall of Grinnell Co. called Thursday, May 17th.
George Ordway, Barrett Roof Inspector, visited No. 9 and No. 10 
roof job Thursday, May 17th.
Oscar Hahnel of Hahnel Brothers, visited Thursday, May 17th.
Messrs. Wde and Elliott of General Electric Co. visited Friday 
and Saturday May 18th and 19th respectively.
Messrs. H. J. Deutschbein and G. V. Salle visiting Millinocket 
Sunday and Monday, May 20th and 21st.
Mr. Cooper of the Sanenuan Dirt Handling Co. visited 
Millinocket with Messrs. Deutschbein and Salle Sunday, May 20th.
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
for week beginning 8 a. m. May 7, is 34 from Engineering Department letter no. 20
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin - 45,000 Mil* Cu* Ft*
- May 14th, 1933: • * w * 43,005 * * ** * Total including Small Ponds - 52,564 * * *
10 Yr» Arg* (May 14th) Ripogenus & North Twin * 35,693 * * M
J
♦i
May 14th, 19341 Ripogenus Sev. 940.85 Storage 26,068 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin " 487.30 " 10.117 " " "
Ripogenus and North Twin " 36,185 ■ « "
l*y 12th, 1934> Small Ponds " 9.776 " " "
Total Penobscot Storage 45,961 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Ifay 8th, 1933 > * Kenabac • 29,472 • " "
6. .' <
* 7th 1934» " " • 27,034 " * "
Rainfall for first thirteen days of May was reported as being
r *
0.73* at Ripogenus: at Millinocket 0*71" was recorded*
Exp* Paper Meh ► Machine is running* The old dutches that were used on the
Job 1286 cylinder and the two presses have been found to be troublesome and
inadequate, so that new frictions have been laid out and ordered for 
these drives*
Haug Refiner Haug refiner put into operation Friday, May 11th, and is running
Job 1287 very satisfactory.
• ■ .7
No* 9 & 10 Roo f About 180 squares of cork and felt (70$ of the entire job) will
Insulation be applied by to-night. The final coat of pitch and gravel has been
Job 1289 applied to about 55$ of the entire roof, that is, No* 9 side is com­
pleted and a small patch started on No* 10 side*
Supl* Equipmen t Platform completed and the three flat screens installed on it*
Exp* Grinder Both pumps are grouted in place; the countershaft is being installed
Job 1291 on the wall brackets; and, 
switches, etc*




Steel over main roof now entirely erected and riveted*
Smooth Press Floor has been cut out and the new steel beams are all ready to
No. 3 Meh.
Job 2162
be installed* Forms have been made up in the shop*
Train Shed Ext 
Job 2163
• Roof forms completed and the slab will probably be poured Wed­
nesday, May 16th*
Engineering Designed a new lining for tunnels at Ripogenus Dam and now design-
Department ing new gates* Designing small experimental wt machine in connection 
with job 1291* One man working on North Twin Development* Making 
studies of new boiler installation at Madison* Designed and ordered 
new frictions for cylinder and presses of experimental paper machine. 
Designing new concrete and steel roof for the Millinocket sulphur and 
lime rock storage building* Issued job record for divisional boom in 
Ferguson Pond* Started work on a new Millinocket Townsite Map* (Over)Diet. RVW
DATE MAILED fey 14, 1934
FORM 17
Miscellaneous Harry Leathers and John Ross visited Wednesday, May 9th re 
Madison boilers*
W. 0. McKay and William Hilton visited Penobscot mills 
Wednesday and Thursday, May 9th and 10th respectively.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING a a. m. April 30, ia34 from Engineering Department letter no. X9
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage








for Exp# Grind 
er - Job 1291
Fin# Room Rool 
Completion
Job 2160
Smooth Press #3 
Meh# J-2162




Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin - 45,000 Mil. Cu# Ft# 
May 7th, 19331 « • ■ " - 37,598 " " "
" * " Total including Snail Pond. - 46,796 • • •
10 Yr. Avg. (May 7th) Ripogenus and North Twin - 31,767 " " *
May 7th, 1934i Ripogenus Slav. 937.40 Storago 22,001 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin • 487.85 " 10.497 " ■ "
Ripogenua and North Twin " 32,498 « " «
Ifcy 5th,19341 Snell Fonda " 9.633 " ■ "
Total Penobscot Storage 42,131 Mil# Cu# Ft#
May 1st, 1933s * Kennebec * 21,848 * " *
April 30th, 1934s * * * 22,431 " " *
Rainfall for first six days of May was reported as being 0.45* at 
Ripogenus} and at Millinocket, 0.48" was recorded#
• Wire installed on the machine Wednesday morning May 2nd and £ock
put on the machine but unable to get paper sheet thru to the reel until 
Friday, May 4th# Machine running this morning with a 31 Lb# sheet and 
6" of vacuum# Formation is very good but sheet is dirty because it 
was necessary to remove one screen plate in order to get enough stock 
thru to maintain a head in the supply box#
The size No# 2 Haug Refiner and its draining drum is all installed# 
Mr# Haug has been notified to send his man so that this unit may be put 
into service promptly.
About 103 squares of cork in place over No# 9 machine which is a 
n little better than one-third of the cork# The final coat of pitch and 
gravel is in place on about 50 squares#
Three old flat screens have been overhauled and repaired in the 
shop, and are now down in the grinder room ready to be Installed on 
the timber platform, which is practically completed at this writing.
Electricians have installed conduit, switch, etc# for motor# 
Motor base and countershaft brackets are all made and ready for 
installation#
Steel erected, except over the paper machine foreman’s office, 
and is about 75^ riveted at this writing#
Forms for the foundation of the drive have been built in the shop 
ready to set up as soon as the floor has been cut#
Roof forms in place# Hauling gravel and setting up mixer#
Designing new lining for tunnels at Ripogenus Dam# Designing 
small experimental wet machine for job 1291# Working on North Twin 
Development. Working on layout for drinking water for the Millinocket 
Mill. Designing new concrete and steel roof for the Millinocket sulphur 
and lime storage building# Physical inventory at all three mills this 
week# Issued job record 2167 — Paper Room Lighting for Lower Mill.




May 7, 1934 — . Engineer
FORM 17
Miscellaneous George Ordway, Barrett Roof Inspector visited No* 9 and No* 10
roof job Tuesday, May 1st.
F. C. Bowler in Augusta Wednesday* May 2nd.
John McLeod visited Wednesday and Thursday, May 2nd and 3rd 
respectively. -
Lester Smith, visited Thursday* May 3rd.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
for week beginning 8 a. m. April 23, is 34 from Engineering Department letter no. 1®
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage Msudnaim Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin - 45,000 MIL. Cu.Ft.
April 30th, 1933t * " • * * 29,606 • * *
* * H Total including Small Ponds * 35,259 " M "
10 Yr. Avg. (April 30th) Ripogenus & North Twin * 26,779 " * *
April 30th, 1934i Ripogenus Elev. 931.00 Storage 15,245 Mil. Cu.Ft.
North Twin " 487.80 * □.OadU____U
Ripogenus and North Twin " 25,707 * " "
, April 28th, 1934i Snail Ponds " 9,037 * * "
Total Penobscot Storage 34,744 * * *
April 24, 19331 Total Kennebec Storage 16,203 * * *
- • 23, 1934| • • • 13,728 • " "r
i Rainfall for month of April at Ripogenus reported as being 5.68 
inches} at Millinocket 5.38 inches was recorded.
Exp. Paper Meh , The machine will be entirely erected by to-night. To-morrow will
Job 1286 be spent in putting on the clothing and the completion of any loose ends. 
Wednesday, May 2nd, the machine should be ready for its first run as 
a complete unit.
Haug Refiner The new refiner has been moved onto its foundation, and the drainer
Job 1287 onto its stands ovexhead. They are being lined and leveled now.
No. 9 & No. 10 Old gravel scraped off of the entire roof. A start made to-day on
Roof Insulatio a the installation of the cork over the wet end of No. 9 machine. About
Job 1289 twenty-five squares will be in place by to-night.
Sup. Equip, far Three old flat screens have been brought into the shop from off
Exp. Grinder the dump and are being overhauled.
Job 1291 Plans have been completed for installation of screens, pumps, etc. 
Job Record not yet approved.
KLn. Room Roof Columns all erected and roof beams will probably be all in place 
by to-night except over the paper machine foreman* s office.Completion
Job 2160
No. 7 Generate r No. 7 Generator put into service about 3 P.M. Friday, April 27th
at Dolby - and has been delivering 1575 to 1600 Kilowatts to the system ever since.
Job 2161 Mr. Devney, Holyoke Governor erector was released Saturday, Apr. 28.
Smooth Press Location of drive foundation marked off on floor and temporary
No. 3 Paper 
Meh. • Job 
2162
Train Shed Ext 
Job 2163
protection put up to keep dirt out of dryers and press when work is 
started.
* No work the past week.
Diet. RVW (Over)
DATE MAILED





Designing new lining for tunnels at Ripogenus Dam. Made layout for 
supplemental equipment to the experimental grinder in the grinder room 
and issued job record to cover cost of same. Working on North Twin 
Development. Making study of Madison Boiler installations. Started a 
layout to supply drinking water thruout the Millinocket mill, from the 
Town's chlorinated system. Making study of new concrete and steel roof 
for the Millinocket sulphur and lime storage building. One man on 
F.E.R.A. work for one-half of week. Three men on physical inventory 
to-day, April 30th. ■ Issued job record for smooth press installation 
on Madison No. 1 paper machine. Also issued a job record for a new 
granite press roll for No. 1 xaachine at Madisonj and, a job record for 
three small portable saws for the Spruce Wood Department.
S. B. Stafford of Rice, Barton 4 Fales visited Tuesday, April 24. 
E. J. Trimbey visited Wednesday, April 25th.
Mr. Richards of Ingersoll-Rand Co. called Thursday, -April 26th.
Mr. K. G. Macaulay, Inspector for the Employers' Liability 
Assurance Corporation, Limited, visited Friday, April 27th.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8a.m. April 16, 19 34from Engineering Department letter no. 17
SUBJECT * DETAIL. I
water Storage Maximin Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin - 45,000 Mil. Cu.Ft.
April 23rd, 19331 " " " - 23,440 " " •
• ■ • Total including Snell Ponds - 27,290 " " "
10 Yr. Avg. (April 23rd) Ripogenus & North Twin - 22,365 " " "
April-23rd, 1934s Che suncook Elev. 923.06 Storage) „ QOj.Riopgenus « 921.60 " ) ’’a24
North Twin * 482.60 * 6,898 * ** "
Ripogenus and North Twin " 14,722 « " «
April 21st, 19841 Snail Ponds * 5,904 " " "
Total Penobscot Storage 20,626 Mil.Cu.Ft.
April 17th, 1933i * Kennebec Storage 10,352 * * "
" 16th, 1934s * * 4,043 * * *
Precipitation for the first twenty-two days of April was reported 
as being 4.81w at Ripogenusj at Millinocket, 4.59" was recorded.
Exp. Paper Meh. 
Job 1286
Machine work on the last two big castings is practically com­
pleted. The paper machine should be entirely erected by the first of 
next week.
Making special clutch for cylinder countershaft.
Haug Refiner 
Job 1287
Made pump pit and moved present pump into it.
No. 9 & Ho. 10
Roof Insulatio
Job 1289
Old gravel will be completely scraped and cleaned off (down to 
a the existing felt) on the entire roof by to-morrow noon.




Roof steel on the entire bay next to the machine room ie entirely 
erected. On the bay next to the train shed and offices, three columns 
and their roof beams are in place and shoring is in place for the fourth 
column.
No. 7 Generate 
at Dolby
Job 2161
r The generator has been lined, leveled, and grouted in place.
The Holyoke Governor erector, Mr. Devney, arrived this morning 
and started installation of governor at once.
With good luck, the generator should be ready to see service 
the latter part of the week.
Smooth Press #3 
fob * Job
2162
Making preparations for necessary changes to floor steel in 
connection with new variable speed unit for smooth press drive.
Train Shed Ext 
Job 2163 No work the past week.
Engineering 
Department
Designed a log deck for the small portable wood saws and requis­
itioned all material that has to be purchased in connection with these 
saws. Completed drawings for experimental digester fittings and con­
crete foundation, irking on layout for supplemental equipment to the 
experimental grinder in the grinder room. Working on North Twin 
Development. Studying new boiler installations for the Madison Mill. 
Diet. OT (Over)





Made inspections and reports on boiler house smoke stacks at 
Millinocket and East Millinocket mills* Issued Job Record for 
supplemental equipment to the experimental grinder*
Harry Leathers of Babcock & Wilcox Co* visited Tuesday^ 
April 17th re Madison Boiler Plant*
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY







No. 9 & No. 10
Roof Insulatioi
Job 1289












Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin * 45,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
April 16, 19331 * * * * 18,857 * * *
* » « Total including Small Fonda • 18,857 *
10 Yr. Avg. (April 16) Ripogenus and North Twin - 17,349 * * "
April 16, 19341 Ghesuncook Elev. 915.98 Storage 1,510 ” * *
Ripogenus * 894.83 ” 0,000 " * *
North Twin * 472.85 * 527 ” * *
Total Penobscot Storage 2,037 " *
April 10, 19331 * Kennebec * 8,760 * * *
* 9, 19341 * • * m • w •
Precipitation for the first fifteen days of April was reported as 
being 3.57" at Ripogonusi at Millinocket, 3.33” was recorded.
Heavy rainfalls on April 12th and 13th started the spring flow — 
back to ten mchii.es at Millinocket Saturday afternoon, ^prll 14th.
Wet end of machine set up except for the suction end chamber 
casting, suction box, and flow box. Machine work on the suction box 
ia practically completed. The suction end chamber casting has been 
taken from the boring mill and set up cn the planer.
Cleaning and painting remainder of machine.
Removed forms from concrete foundation.
Removed column which intarferred and installed 18* girder and 
knee braces to pick up the load.
Electricians working on new circuit.
Hie Old grovel has been scraped off, and cleaned down to the roofing 
i felt, from the east end of the roof down to the west end of the monitor.
Pitch, felt and cork has been received.
Roof steel on the entire bay next to the machine room is erected. 
This is about 45^ of the steel.
• The generator has been unloaded and moved onto its foundation.
It will be completely assembled and ready for lining and levelling 
by the latter port of afternoon.
1 Working on roof forms in odd moments.
Completed details for light portable saws for Spruce Wood Dept. 
Designed fittings to attach to experimental wood treating tank so as 
to convert it into an experimental digester. Working on North Twin 
development. Started studies for new boiler installations at Madison. 
Made preliminary layout for smooth press on No. 1 machine at Madison 
and requested a quotation from Rice-Barton A Fales before preparing 
a job record. Started inspection of Millinocket smoke stacks. Issued 
requisitions for all material required for completion of Finishing 
Room Roof and Train shed Extension at East Millinocket.
J. E. Waterhouse of Montague Machine Oomjany visited Tuesday, Apr. 10.
Messrs, rar cone, General Managerc 'Watson, Supt.yh Chaplin, Chief 
Engineer, of Keyes Fibre Co. at aterville, visited Millinocket grinders 
Tuesday, April 10th. (Over)
date mailed April 16, 1934 iingiM°r
FORM 17
** 8 »*«*♦©»*»»»**« I
Miscellaneous Wb* Hilton and Frank Pearson caled Wednesday * Apr* Hth»




GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8AM’ April 2 j ’^4 FROMEngineering Department letter no. jg
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage

















Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin - 45,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
April 9th, 1933i * * * * - 18,809 " * *
* * * . Total including Small Ponds - 18,809 * * *
10 Yr. Avg. (April 9th) Ripogenus A North Twin - 14,900 * ♦» «
April 9th, 1934s Chesuncook Blev. 912.86 Storage 0,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Ripogenus * 888.28 * 0,000 » » »
North Twin * 470.70 * 0,000 * "*_
Total Penobscot Storage 0,000 * * "
April 3rd, 1933s * Kennebec * 7,840 " " *
* 2nd 1934s * * * - Pulling fFom Bingham Pond
Moosehead Empty
Precipitation for the first eight days of April was reported as 
being 1.15* at Ripogenus} at Millinocket 1.14" was recorded.
Light snowfall yesterday, April 8th, but weather warm and cloudy 
to-day. Slow out of North Twin yesterday, April Sth 1,474 - c.f.s. 
Flow at Dolby 2,255 ± c.f.s.
Bronze cylinder received Wednesday, April 4th, and the end has 
been drilled and tapped for the head. Shaft for the head is ready 
to be pressed in and trunnions for support of one end of the cylinder 
are all made.
All except the new wet end is completely erected, belted, and 
ready to run. The pumps are also all belted and ready to run. Piping 
is practically completed. Wet end is erected except for the big 
suction end chamber casting which was received from the foundry Thurs­
day, April 5th, and is now being finished in the boring mill.
Haug refiner received at the mill Tuesday, April 3rd.
New concrete foundation has been poured and shoring up steel so 
that existing column may be removed and replaced by a heavy girder.
electricians started on the conduit for their new circuit. The 
new 50 H.P. motor is not yet received.
Hahnel’s crew arrived late Monday afternoon, April 2nd, and started 
work Tuesday morning, April 3rd.
They are removing the gravel from the existing waterproofing. 
Carload of roofing felt and pitch is on the job, but their cork has not 
arrived yet.
Six bays of the new steel (3 columns) will be erected and bolted 
in place by to-night.
The General Electric generator was received at East Millinocket 
this morning and will be set into Dolby to-morrow, ^iril 10th.
The switchboard and switch structure end is practically all 
hooked up.
Building and placing form jacks for the concrete roof, under 
the temporary roof of planking and canvas.
The 3d, 4th, A 5th stage diaphragms have been received. The fulcnins 
etc., for the emergency lighting have not been received.
Diet. RYW (Over)
DATE MAILED April 9, 1934 -—---- Engineer.
FORM 17
Engineering Designed and estimated cost for light portable saws for the
Department Spruce Wood Department. Designing fittings to attach to experi­
mental wood treating tank so that it may be used vertically as 
an experimental digester, forking on North Twin Development. 
Completed preliminary design and estimate of a 100-ton news­
print min in connection with the Southern Pine investigation. 
Making layout for smooth press on No. 1 machine at Madison. 
Requisitioned variable speed gear drive for smooth press on No. 3 
machine at East Millinocket.
Three men on physical inventories of all three mills this 
week.
Miscellaneous George Ordway, Barret Roof Inspector, and Leo Cormier, of
Hahnel Brothers, visited No. 9 A No. 10 machine room roof 
Wednesday and Thursday, 4^h and 5th respectively.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER













Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin - 45,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
April 2nd, 1933i * * * - 19,353 * * *
* • * Total including Small Ponds - 19,353 * » *
10 Yr. Avg. (Apr. 2nd) Ripogenus & North Twin - 14,514 " *
April 2nd, 19341 Chesuncook Elev. 912.04 Storage 0,000 * * *
* * " Ripogenua * 887.36 * 0,000 " * *
• * * North Twin * 470.90 * 0,000 " * "
Total Penobscot Storage 0,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
l&irch 27th, 1933* Total Kennebec Storage 8,790 * * *
* 26th, 1934s Pulling from Bingham Pond — Moosehead Empty.
Reached zero storage at North Twin Dam at 3130 P.M. Tuesday, 
March 27th.
Precipitation for the month of March was reported as being 1.59" 
at Ripogenus? at Millinocket, 2.44" was recorded.
Good rain flail experienced over past week-end, Ripogenus reporting 
1" and Millinocket 1.15 inches.
Temperature Sunday - Maximum 37° 
Monday - Maximum 58°
Wind Monday P.M. — S.W.
Brooks have started in good shape and flow has increased to about 
1600 c.f.s.
The suction box has been cast and is now in the boring mill. 
Pouring of the big suction end dhanber casting has been delayed be­
cause of pattern trouble at the Foundry. It is now scheduled to be 
delivered Wednesday, April 4th.
Installing wet end frames for couch and wire rolls and new counter­
shaft for cylinder drive.
Piping progressing well.
Started excavation for the foundation of the new Haug Refiner.
Wiring of the back side of the panel is practically completed. 
Generator cable has been pulled, the pothead installed on the 
pit end, and the switchboard end connected into the system. The field 
leads have also been pulled into the conduits.
Will be ready for the generator, the latter part of the week.
Making a study of hoods for over No. 9 and No. 10 paper machines. 
Making a study for best way to equip present groundwood pumps throwing 
to the Trimbey Mixer, with new 250 H.P. motors and drives. Designing 
light portable saw for the Spruce Wood Department to use on poplar cut. 
Working on North Twin Development. Completed all drawings on Experi­
mental cylinder machine. Started study for a 100-ton newsprint mill in 
connection with the Southern Pine investigation. Started layout for 
smooth press on No. 1 machine at Madison. Issued job record and 
requisitions for texrope drive on Nash pump at Madison.
Material from The Portland Co. and Megquier & Jones Co. were 
received and unloaded at Ripogenus Dam Friday, March 30th.
Crew arrived Monday April 2nd to start work on #9 and ^10 roof 
insulation - Job 1289.
Diet. RVW




GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. Mnmh 19 19 34 from Engineering Department letter no. 13
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage
Exp. Paper Meh 
Job 1286
Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin
March 26th, 1933: * w * *
w * * Total including Small Ponds
































Precipitation for the first twenty-five days of March was reported 
at Ripogenus as being 1.30 inches; at Millinocket, 1.37 inches was 
recorded. Hie past week has been very cold for this time of year, 
the mean temperature for the seven days being 16.3. Very little melting 
of snow by sun, but considerable shrinkage due to honeycombing by wind. 
No precipitation in any form for past twelve days.
Assembling cast iron wet end vat in the shop,but held up waiting 
final castings from the foundry. The foundry reports that the suction 
box has been cast and will be delivered this afternoon; that the big 
suction end chamber casting is going into the sand to-day and will be 
cast the latter part of the week.
Pouring concrete pier for couch and wire roll bearing supports. 
Press drives already to be grouted.











Preparing for necessary electrical changes.
Installation of the Warren centrifugal fire pump was completed 
turned over for the first time Tuesday, March 20th.
Completed drilling and mounting of all instruments on the panel, 
started wiring same on the back side of the panel.
Installed potential and current transformers on the switch structure 
making connections to the disconnects.
All wire pulled into conduits except the large generator and field 
cables.
Design of tacking machine for a dryer felt seam has been completed 
in pencil. Mill is to make an experimental model (not like the one 
designed) to see if the scheme is practical before continuing any further< 
Completed design of Quakish steel sluiceway gates. Working on North 
Twin development. Working on Experimental Paper Machine. Completed 
study of application of a Warren Winder to the Wrapping Machine. Made 
drawing for, and obtained quotation on, a texrope drive for No. 7 Nash 
pump under No. 1 paper machine at Madison. Making a layout for smooth 
press installation on No. 1 paper machine at Madison. Designed and 
requisitioned new bearings for air lock on the Holly sulphite system. 
Requisitioned all material necessary for the emergency repairs now going 
on at Ripogenus Dam. Issued two job records.
One man out sick all week Diet. RVW




Miscellaneous Started crew this morning to fix headers around entrance to gates
at North Twin Dam while the water is low* Also to make whatever repairs 
to the gates that are necessary.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
form











Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin - 45,000 Mil. Cu. Ft. 
March 19th, 1933« ■ * ’ • 88,432 ■ " "
* 19th, 1933i Total including Small Ponds - 32,433 • " "
10 Tr. Avg. (March 19th) Ripogenus ft North Twin - 16,638 " " "
March 18th, 1934i Choeuncook Slew. 911.96 Store®. 0,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
■ 18th, " Ripogenus " 888.28 " 0,000 " " "
" 19th, " North Twin " 475.30 « 2,082 « » "
Total Penobscot Storage 2,082 Mil. Cu. Ft.
March 13, 19331 Total Kennebec Storage 11,000 * * *
* 12, 1934t Total Kennebec Storage 465 * * *
Precipit action for the first nineteen days of March was reported 
as being 1.30 inches at Ripogenusi at Millinocket, 137 inches was 
report ed.
Snow on the ground at Millinocket Thursday, March 15th, was 
measured and found to be 38* in depth with a water content of 9.95 
inches. At Ripogenus on Sunday, March 18th, there was 42* of snow 
on the ground with a water content of 11.20 inches.
All castings for the new wet end are cast and machined except 
for the big suction end chamber casting and the suction box itself.
The new flat screen has been installed in position on the 
structural steel stand. Presses have been re-assembled and their 
drives installed.
Working on the various pipe lines.
During the past week the oil circuit breaker has been mounted 
and the rheostat set in place.
Drilled and mounted instrument a on old blank panel.
A start made on pulling some of the control cables thru the 
existing conduits.
Designing tacking machine for a dryer felt seam. Designing 
steel gates for Quakiah sluiceway. Working on North Twin Power 
Development, irking on Experimental Paper Machine. Making study 
of possibilities of adapting one of our old barren Winders to the 
wrapper Machine.
One man on C.W.A. work the better pert of the week.
One man out sick all week.
Mr. F. C. Bowler left for Thorold, Ontario, Canada Tuesday 
night, March 13th. Returned this morning, March 19th.
Messrs. E. W. Prouty and R. V. Weldon inspected dam and gates 
at Ripogenus Saturday, March 17th.
Diet. RVW
DATEMA"^ lg34
SIGNED > 3Y — Engineer
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
for week beginning s a. m. March 5th, 1934 FROMEngineering Department letter no. u
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin - - - 45,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
March 12, 1933* * * * H - - * 23,968 - * *
* 12, 1933* Total including Small Ponds -----  23,968 "
10 Yr. Avg. (March 12th) Ripogenus & North Twin - - 18,041 * * *
March 10, 1934* Chesuncook Elev. 911.88 Storage 0,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
* 12, " Ripogenus n 887*38 " 0,000 * " *
* 12, " North Twin M 477.20 ” 3,310 • " *
Total Penobscot Storage 3,310 Mil. Cu. Ft.
March 6, 1933* Total Kennebec Storage 12,170 •* •* »
* 5, 1934* * • * 940 " * •
Precipitation for the first eleven days of March was reported 
as being 1.23 inches at Ripogenus) at Millinocket, 1.32 inches was 
recorded.
Cold snow storm over the week-end which brings our total snow­
fall to-date at Millinocket up to 132-1/4 inches. Snow on ground at 
Millinocket, 42 inches) at Ripogenus 46-1/2 inches.
Mr. 0. E. Harkness of Spruce Wood Department examining gates 
at Ripogenus Dam.
Exp. Paper Mch« Suction box pattern finished and ready for the Foundry, which
Job 1286 completes all of the pattern work.
Structural steel platform for the flat screen has been fabricated 
in the shop and moved down into its approximate location.
Starting to install friction drive and stands for the two presses. 
Rubber rolls have returned and have been ground, and are all ready 
for installation.
Installing various pipe lines.
No. 7 Dolby The switchgear equipment has been received and unloaded at
Generator - East Millinocket. It is now being hauled to Dolby.
Job 2161 Mr. Nickerson organizing a crew to start work installing wwitch- 
gear this week.
Engineering Designing tacking machine for a dryer felt seam. Designing
Department steel gates for Cuakish sluiceway, forking on North Twin Development) 
also, experimental paper machine. Making study of wrapper machine 
wet end with the possibility of using the new Black-Clawson vats.
Two men figuring inventories most of week.
One man on C.W.A. work one-half of week.
One man out sick all week.
Miscellaneous Winn Willard and S. J. Leen of Link Belt Company visited Thurs­
day, March 8th.
Harris at Millinocket Lake Thursday, March 8th and Sunday, 
March 11th.
Mr. Estes of Factory Insurance Association made inspection of 
the Penobscot Mills during the week.
Diet, m




GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
for week beginning s a. m. February 26,1934 froMEngineering Department letter no. 10








^x^Tntrm Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin • 45,000 Mil. Cu. Ft. 
March 5th, 1933: * * * 25,290 " ” *
* * * Total including Small Ponde * 25,290 " ” *
10 Yr. Avg. (Mar. 5th) Ripogenus and North Twin * 18,872 " ” "
March 4th, 1934: Che suncook Elev. 911.74 Storage 0,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
• 5th, * Ripogenus * 887.31 * 0,000 * * *
North Twin * 478.80 * 4.358 " " w_
Total Penobscot Storage 4,358 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Feb. 27th, 1933i Total Kennebec Storage 12,350 « * *
* 26th, 1934t * " « 1,420 * * *
Precipitation for the month of February at Ripogenus was reported 
as being 1.18 inches? at Millinocket 2.72 inches.
First three days of Marchi* Millinocket has recorded 0.92" of 
rain and Ripogenus has reported 0.58°.
Snow on ground at Millinocket ** 45 inches.
The final pattern, that of the suction box, is about one-half 
completed. It will probably be finished the latter part of this week. 
Machine work is progressing very good on the castings for the wet end.
Making steel base and foundation for the flat screen. Install* 
ing agitator drive on the stock chest. Made and installed in the 
basement, the new cypress mix box.
Pipers have made a good start on the pipe lines to and from 
the pumps.
Designing tacking machine for dryer felt seam. Designing steel 
gates for Quakish sluiceway, forking on North Twin Development, and 
Experimental Paper Machine.
Three men working on physical inventories at all three mills.
One man out sick all week.
Hervey Cram visiting.
Diet. RYW
DATE MAILED S.GNED ^V) /ZC
March 5* 1934 — Engineer.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
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Wter Storage Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus & North Twin - 45,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
February 26th, 1933 * * 26,759 * * "
* ” * Total including Small Ponds - 26,759 * * "
10 Yr. Avg. (Feb. 26th) Ripogenus & North Twin - 20,205 * * *
Feb. 25th, 1934j Chesuncook 
* 26th, * Ripogenus
” ” • North Twin
Elev. 911.85 Storage 0,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
* 887.61 " 0,000 « * *
” 480.45 ” 5.452 " ” *
Total Penobscot Storage 5,452 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Feb. 20th, 1933i Total Kennebec Storage 13,280 " " "
” 19th, 1934: • * * 2,190 w * *
Precipitation for the first twenty-five days of February was 
reported as being 1.18* at Ripogenus| at Millinocket 2.19w was 
recorded.
Heavy snowstorms during the past week have brought the total 
snowfall to date at Ripogenus up to 125* and at Millinocket to 
123”.




Pattern work for the wet end of the machine is completed except 
for the suction box which goes inside the cylinder. Castings are being 
finished in the machine shop as fast as they come in from the foundry.
Pipers have started installing some of the main pipes.
Millwrights installing pumps in basement.
Engineering
Depart me nt
Checking drawings of sulphite lap conveyor and experimental 
machine.
Designing tacking machine for dryer felt seam.
One man studying North Twin development and one man working 
on experimental paper machine.
Started design for new steel waste gates at Quakish log sluice.
Revising C-Drawing of Madison machine room.
Made drawing of Pope Reel quarant arm for Mr. Hume.
One man out sick all week.
DATE MAILED Fab. 26, 1934
SIGNED ^^-WrC/7<-Engineer.
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Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin - 45,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Feb. 19th, 1933* * " " " 28,168 " ■ "
» " " Total including Small Ponds - 28,168 " " "
10 Tr. Avg. (Feb. 19th) Ripogenus 4 North Twin - 21,061 " " "
Fab. 19th, 1934i Ripogenus Elev. 888.28 Storage 0,000 " ” *
Chesuncook " 912.04 " 0,000 " " "
North Twin " 482.15 " 6.592 " • -
Penobscot Storage 6,592 " " *
Feb. 13th, 1933t Total Kennebec Storage 14,460 * * *
* 12th, 1934i www 3,530 * * w
Precipitation for the first eighteen days of February was reported 
as being 0.27* at Ripogenus! at Millinocket 0.52” was recorded.
There is about ten days to two weeks more work on the patterns 
for the wet end of the machine. Machine work is progressing, 120 hours 
being charged off to it during the week.
Wooden flow box has been built in the shop.
The new flat screen has been hauled down just outside the experi­
mental machine room and will be installed as soon as structural steel 
supporting frame is made.
Completing drawings of the new conveyor to take sulphite laps 
from the Ground Wood wet machines to the freight cars.
Two men working all week bn experimental paper machine design. 
Started one man on North Twin development studies.
Made layout for a dry system of fire sprinkler protection in 
the Millinocket Digester chip loft.
One nan out sick all week.
A. I. Harris went to Millinocket Lake Sunday, Feb. 18th.






GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
for week beginning s a. m. 5f 19 34 from Engineering Department letter no. 7
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin * 45,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Fob. 12th, 1933i " " • 29,689 - • •
" “ • Total including Snail Fonda - 29,689 " " "
10 Tr. Avg. (Fab. 12th) Ripogenus ft North Twin - 22,211 " " "
Feb. 12th, 1934i Ripogenus Elev. 888.62 Storage 000 Mil.Cu.Ft.
Cheeuncook - 912.21 " 000 “ " •
North Twin " 483.90 " 7,782 * " *
Total Penobscot Storage 7,782 Mil.Cu.Ft.
February 6th, 1933t Total Kennebec Storage * 15,310 * " *
* 5th, 1934: " " " 4,690 • • •
Precipitation for the first eleven days of February was reported 
at Ripogenus as being 0.18"। at Millinocket 0.41" was recorded.
Exp. Paper Meh 
Job 1286
• Pattern work about 80$ completed. There are three core boxes to
make for the big auction end chamber pattern, pattern for the suction 
box itself, and several small miscellaneous patterns for roll supports, 
etc. on the wet end. Machine work has started on several of the 
castings.
The No. 4 Nash Pump has been moved in from the dump and is now 
being overhauled in the shop.
Engineering
Department
Detailing structural steel for a new conveyor to take sulphite 
laps from the Ground Wood wet machines to the freight cars.
Two men working on experimental paper machine, one man designing 
and the other making a general plan of the entire machine which is 
now ready for checking.
Made examination of trusses in the Digester House.
One man making study of old Grindstone Bridge, with the view 
of using the steel on the new Ripogenus Road.
One man out sick all week.
Miscellaneous Messrs Prouty and Harris visited Chesuncook Wednesday, Feb. 7th.
Diet. RO
DATE MAILED February 12, 1934 SIGNED —rr iangmeer
FORM IT
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
for week beginning s a. m. January 29th, 19 34 from Engineering Department letter no. $
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin - 45,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.Feb. 5th, 1933t * * * * - 31>156 * * M
nw w Total including Small Ponds - 31,156 " ” "
10 Yr. Avg. (Feb. 5th) Ripogenus and North Twin - 23,256 "
Feb. 5th, 19341 Ripogenus Elev. 889.04 Storage 000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Chesuncook * 913.63^ * 3281 * * •
North Twin * 485.60 " 8.944 * ..
Total Penobscot Storage 9,272*Mil. Cu. Ft.
January 30, 1933s * Kennebec * 16,600 * * *
January 28, 1934s w « * 5,720 * * "
Precipitation for the Month of January was reported as being 
2.46* at Ripogenus and 3.64* at Millinocket. Precipitation for the 
first four days of February was reported as being 0.18* at Ripogenus 
and 0.41* at Millinocket.
Snow on ground near Millinocket 34* ® 7.61* water.




Hood and ejdiaust system completed.
All machine except new wet end nearly ready to run.
Just completing pattern work on Suction Chamber. Two or three 
more patterns to wake.
Several castings are received and now being machined.
Adj. Fourd. & 
Smooth Press 
Job 2159




Track work conpleted and in use.
Hullding extension completed and in use, except for concrete roof 
slab which will be put on next summer.
Engineering 
Department
Detailing new conveyor for sulphite pulp laps. 
Two men working on experimental paper machine. 
Completed plans for Finishing Room Roof - Job 2160. 
Revising C-Drawing of East Millinocket Finishing Room. 
Two men on inventories three days.
One man on C.W.A. work.
One man out sick all week.
Weldon out sick to-day, Feb. 5th.
Diet. FCB
DATE MAILED Feb. 5th, 1934 E ngine er
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Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin - 45,000 Mil. Cu* Ft*
January 29th, 19331 * " * " 32,622 " • "
" - " Total ineluding Snail Pande - 32,622 " * "
10 Yr. Avg. (Jan. 29th) Ripogenus ft North Twin - 24,118 " " *
January 29th, 1934i Ripogenus Kiev. 890.20 Storage 0,000 Mil.Cu.Ft.
Cheeunoook " 914.00 t " 520t • ■ •
North Twin • 487.10 ” 9,979 Mil.Cu.Ft.
Total Penobscot Storage 10,499kMil.Cu.Ft.
January 23rd, 19»» Total Kenneboe Storage 17,750 ; J ;
Precipitation consisting of enow, sleet, and rain for the first 
28 days of January was reported as being 2.60inches at Ripogenus. 
At Millinocket, 3.64 inches has been recorded.
Installing ventilating fan and maiding connection from new hood to 
existing exhaust duct.
Pattern work for the new wet end is progressing good and the 
Foundry has started castings. At this writing the head for the cylinder, 
three sections for the overflow compartment, and a stuffing box and 
gland are cast, ready for machining.
10
Snow plow reoeived and installation made on present tractor.
The new fourdrinier has been running very satisfactorily 
i since January 17th.
Smoothing press installation has been completed over the past 
week-end and the machine started up again to-day noon} it is reported 
as running very nicely.
Track work will be practically completed to-night, January 29th. 
The new cross-over and switches are installed at this writing.
Work at the Finishing Room end of the train shed is completed, 
with the bumpers in place, and the sections of concrete retaining wall 
under the platforms also completed.
Designed new bearings for rotary lock on the Sulphite blowing 
system and wrote for quotations. Making a study drawing of installing 
two big tanks on the Beater Room Roof at Millinocket for storage of 
sulphite noodles for use in the beaters below as the occasion demands. 
Two men working on experimental paper machine, one man designing and 
the other making a general plan of the entire machine and its auxiliary 
equipment. Completed, and issued prints on the general plan for the 
Finishing Room Roof at East Millinocket. Completed revision of state­
ments on steam engine spoedsj and, machinery covered by Machinery 
Breakage Insurance Policy. Issued Job Record, requisition and drawings 
covering cork insulation for roof over No. 9 and 10 paper machines. 
Also issued a job record to cover further improvements to Bleeder 
Turbine at East Millinocket.
Ono man about two days on C.tt.A. Work, and one man out sick all 
week.
Diet. RT» (Over)
DATE MAILED SIGNEDJan. 29th, 1934 . Engineer
Miscellaneous J. M* Wade of General Electric Co* arrived Monday morning* Jan*
22nd and left Wednesday morning* Jan* 24th*
John McLeod visited Tuewday* Jano 23rd*
L*0« Bidstrap of Ingersoil-Rand Ge** visited Friday* Jan* 26 th*
Oscar Hahnel, George Ordway* and Leo Cornier here to-day looking 
over roof insulation for No* 9 and 10 machine room*
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR week beginning s a. m. jaBUary is, 19 34 from Engineering Department LETTER NO- 4
SUBJECT DETAIL
water Storage Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin * 45,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Exp. Paper Meh
January 22, 1933» " ■ • • - 34,033 " " •
» • « Totai including Small Fonda . 34,033 • ■ •
10 Tr. Arg. (Jan. 22nd) Ripegenaa 4 North Tad. - 25,071 " ” "
January 22nd, 1934» Ripogeaue Elay. 894.30 Storage 0,000 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Chesuncook ■ 914.30 ♦ ■ 6703 " ’ "
North Twin " 487.95 " 10.566 " " "
Total Penobscot Storage 11,236 t Mil.Cu.Ft.
January 16th, 1933i- Total Kennebec Storage 19,421 « « »
* 15th, 19341- * * * 7,567 M * *
Precipitation in the form of snow for the first 21 days of Jan­
uary was reported as being 1.32 inches at Ripogenus. At Millinocket 
1.90 inches has been recorded. A very cold week-end experienced at 
Millinocket; -27° Saturday Jan. 20th, and -34° Sunday, Jan. 21st.
► The missing parte for the calender stack have boon received and
Job 1286 are now being assembled.
The two bottom press rolls have been crated and sent away for a 
new covering of rubber.
Patterns for the back side of the vat and for the cylinder head
&dj. Fourd. Etc
are completed and will be sent to the foundry to-day or to-morrow.
. The new fourdrinier was put into operation Wednesday, January
io. 4 Machine 17th, and is running very satisfactorily.
Job 2159 Equipment for the smooth press is on hand and foundation for the
Brain Shed Ext.
drive is completed, will be installed as soon as orders permit.
Work on extension of building completed for time being. Xn the
Job 2163 spring the plank and canvas roof will be replaced by a permanent roof
Engineering
of concrete.
Bumpers have been moved back to their new position near the Fin­
ishing Room Wall and six cars are in position within the building.
The new tie work on the tracks will be completed to-day or 
to-morrow.
Made detail drawing of coil spring device for measuring pressure
Department on burrs when dressing stones. Designing new bearings for rotary lock
Miscellaneous
on the Sulphite Blowing System at Millinocket. Two men working on 
experimental paper machine, one man designing and the other making a 
general plan of the entire machine and its auxiliary equipment. Making 
a general plan for the completion of the Finishing Room Roof at East 
Millinocket. Revising statement of steam engine speeds. Revising list 
of machinery covered by Machinery Breakage Insurance Policy. Issued 
Job Records on Experimental Paper Machine for Millinocket, spare suction 
press roll shell for East Millinocket, and, repairs to No. 5 Digester 
at Madison.
Mr. Rideout, B. & A. engineer, called Monday, Jan. 15th«
Dint. HVW
Stephen B. Stafford of Rice, Barton & False and Hervey Cram visited 
Tuesday, Jan. 16th.
Annual Meeting held at 10i30 A.M. In the Administration Building 
at Millinocket on Wednesday, Jan. 17th. Messrs. Whitcomb, McKay, Smith, 
Hilton, Steams and Pearson attended.
J. M. Wade of General Electric Co. Tisitina to-dar. Jan. 22nd.
DATE MAILED SIGNED
January 22nd, 1934 '^7 Engineer
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FORM IT





Adj. Fourd. Ete 
No. 4 Mach.
Job 2159





Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin • 45,000 Mil. Cu.Ft.
January 15th, 19331 * * * * - 35,483 * * *
* • * Total including Small Ponds - 35,483 « • *
10 Yr. Arg. (Jan* 15th) Ripogenus 4 North Twin * 26,032 * * *
January 15th, 19341 Ripogenus Elev. 905.38 Storage 237 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Cheeuncook " — * 1,055 t * *
North Twin * 488.35 * . ....... * * *
SMU Pond. 0.000 " " •
Total Penobscot Storage 12,134* Mil. Cu. Ft.
January 9th, 1933s * Kennebec * 20,446 * * *
• 8th, 1934t * * * 8,473 * * *
Precipitation in the form of snow for the first sixteen days of 
January was reported as being 1.09 inches at Ripogenus. At Millinocket 
1.55 inches has been recorded.
The hood has been erected in place over the dryer section.
Machine chest has been assembled in position in the basement. Now 
ready for the agitator and drive equipment.
Press section assembled except for a few parts that are missing. 
Patterns for wet end castings are being made.
• The old fourdrinior has been removed and the new one installed in
its place. The new side frames, rails, girt beams, breast and couch rolls 
are secured in position. The shake head and its drive have been in­
stalled on its foundation. Present plans are to have the wire put on 
to-morrow afternoon, Jan. 16th.
Messrs. Alfred Zetterland and C. S. Barton of Rice-Barton & False 
are on the job.
► . Brickwork completed Saturday night, January 13th, and the stagings
being removed to-day, Jan. 15th. Starting io Install the Kinnear door 
to-day also.
Excavating at Finishing Room end of Train Shod so as to move the 
bumper back. The tracks have not been moved into their new positions. 
The bulk of the new ties are in place however, and it will be an easy 
job to shift the tracks as soon as all of the tie work is completed.
Made a study and estimate of the possibility of installing old 
600 H.P. synchronous motor in machine room basement, to be driven from 
the backline of No. 4 paper machine engine, and run as a generator. 
Completed drawings and issued job record for the wood washing device for 
the Madison Mill. Two men working on experimental paper machine drawings. 
Started design of steel for the completion of the Finishing Room Roof. 
Made drawing of automatic shower equipment and control for the new 
Shartle Broke Beater on No. 1 machine at Madison.
Figured inventories for all throe mills* 
One man on C.^.A. work most of the week.
P. A. Collins of Warren Steam Pump Co. called Tuesday, Jan. 9th.
Frank Pearson called Wednesday, Jan. 10th.
F. C. Bowler back from New York Friday, Dec. 12th.





GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
for week beginning s a. m. Jan. 1, is34 FROM Engineering Department letter no. 2
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage Maximum Capacity of Ripogenus and North Twin * 45,000 Mil* Cu* FJanuary 8th, 19331 * * * * - 36,683 * * *
• * " Total including Small Ponds - 36,683 *
10 Yr* Avg. (Jan* 8th) Ripogenus and North Twin - 27,010 H
January 8th, 1934i Ripogenus Elev* 915.32 Storage 2,091 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin " 487.70 * 10.393, * " *
Ripogenus and North Twin " 12,484 " ■ *
Small Ponds " 0.000 " " "
Total Penobscot Storage 12,484 Mil. Cu* Ft.
Jan* 1st, 1933i Total Kennebec Storage 21,600 * * *
Jan. 1st, 1934 * * * 9,370 H * *
Precipitation in the form of snow for the first seven days of 
January was reported as being 0.41 inches at Ripogenus and 0.63 inches 
at Millinocket.
Exp. Paper Meh. 
Job 1286
The hood for the dryer section is now being assembled in the little 
machine room.
Lumber for the machine chest has been prepared in the shop and 
assembly can bo started as soon as iron for hoops is received.
Now assembling press sections on the machine itself.
Pattern work on the wet end is to start to-morrow, Jan. 9th.
Adj* Fourd., E- ;C. Foundation for the smoothing press drive is completed. Preparations
No* 4 Meh. now being made to start the foundations for the shake head.
Job 2159 Material from Rice-Barton & False has been received.
Train Shed Ext . Brickwork on the town side of the mill has been started and is aboui
Job 2163 1/4 completed at this writing.
Crew working on tracks, placing the new hard pine ties, so that 
the track may be moved over later on.
Engineering Completed layout for installation of a Haug site 2 refiner at the
Department Millinocket mill. Drawings checked and being issued together with a 
job record to-night, Jan* 8th* Steel drawing for wood washing device 
at Madison is completed* General Plan is now being checked and will 
be issued within a day or two with the job record covering same* 
Designed coil spring device for measuring pressure on burrs when 
dressing stones. Designing castings for wet end of experimental 
cylinder machine, — issuing the second sheet of them to-night, Jan. 8th. 
Inventory at all throe mills.
Ono man on C. W* A* work all week and one man out sick two days.
Miscellaneous Mr. Passmore of Walworth Co., visited Thursday, Jan. 4th.
Mr. Trimbey called in Thursday, Jan. 4th.
F. C. Bowler left for New York City Saturday night, Jan. 6th.
Diet. RVW
□ate mailed January 8th, 1934 S'GNED Engineer
